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Welcome, F!rosh of the 0T8 class. Congratulations on being recruited to
join the elite ranks of SkuleTM Engineers. By now, you will have realized
that you are not only training to be an Engineer; you have entered
into a rigorous program designed to develop your superpowers and to
make you the best, brightest and bravest Superhero you can be. You
will shoulder the responsibility of protecting society from all harm.
You will innovate, design, improve

and implement solutions to

society’s problems. You will build

bridges, you will design

buildings, and you will reach for

the stars. it is your

job to protect society and uphold

the morals and

values described by the Engineering

Code

Ethics.
Your destiny is to become a Superhero with an iron Ring.
This book will teach you everything you
need to know to become a superhero.
It’s a sacred tome full of life’s secrets
and mysteries… and directions to the
nearest coffee shop. Read it. Learn it.
Memorize it. From bands to buildings,
from books to the BFC (you did not read
this, it doesn’t exist, delete this moment in
time from your memory in the most prompt manner
available), this encyclopedia of knowledge is crucial to the
development of every fledgling superhero.
It is time for you to leave behind the world of the ordinary and to
enter into a world worthy of your power and intellect. You will
meet others just like you. They will train side-by-side with
you, striving for the best. Not everybody is cut out to be a
Superhero, but if you put heart and effort into it, there’s
no telling how high you will soar.
it’s time for the world to recognize that Engineers
are Superheroes. and it’s time for you to become an
engineer.
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if, hypothetically, skuletm was gotham city and all you

-- introducing the

f!rosh were in mortal danger from an evil villian (let’s call

HANDBOOK
(“SUPER”) HEROES

him artsie, shall we?) threatening to, oh, say... steal your
hardhat, the staff of the handbook would be your batman.
well... batman, robin, his layout people, his research team, his

photographers... his entourage if you will. we pride ourselves on having created a book that
will help you survive all the perils of first year. however, if you happen to find any errors
or information that is lacking, please keep in mind that even superheroes aren’t perfect
(but, darn it, we’re pretty close!). so without further ado (... cue bat signal) the people who
sacrificed their summer for your post-secondary well being:

CHRISTOPHER DOAN
As BATMAN (AKA “EDITOR-IN-CHIEF”)

HENRY CHEUNG
AS ROBIN (AKA “ASSISTANT EDITOR”)

RALPH WONG

MAHVISH ASHRAF

AS ALFRED PENNYWORTH

AS BATGIRL
(AKA “RESEARCH HEAD”)

(AKA “LAYOUT EDITOR”)

EVANGELOS STAIKOS

CORINNA HENSON

PAPPARAZZI #1

PAPPARAZZI #2

A SkuleTM Film. COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU. A colossal thank you
to all contributors: alice XU caitlin BAILEY david LEE melanie YEUNG don
ALLAND maria KENYON tom FRANK barbara ELLENSON todd REICHERT
pete SUDDARD dan MIREANU don McAUSLAN leona SMITH sam ORR
zach MARTIN mike STUDNIBERG patricia AU diana GALDAMES mike DIEZ
D’AUX agnes DURLIK eamon McDERMOTT don D’SOUZA jon HOSS david
KOBAYASHI holly WONCH daniel CAREW mike DUNNE marta ECSEDI
sonia BALDESARRE and mario BAKER.
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oRIENTATION PREPARATION
-- are you ready?

orientation
preparation
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if there’s one thing you’ll remember about your first
year at skuletm, it’ll be f!rosh week. first year might fly
by faster than a speeding bullet, leaving behind nothing
more than

red-inked midterms, but rest assured that

orientation week at skuletm will be utterly unforgettable.

in a good way, that is. think of it as a farewell party as you depart from the world of
ordinary people and enter into a world full of supernatural and mathematical phenomena. a
really loud and crazy party. really loud. and if you’re invited to an orientation held by your
college, don’t be too rude when you turn them down so that you can come to ours. after all,
comparing a college orientation to f!rosh week at skuletm is like comparing chuck e. cheese’s
to studio 54. it’s just plain unfair. (not that chuck e. cheese’s isn’t fun. it can be. kind of.)
now, it’s not that you don’t know how to have fun (because we’re sure you do) but seeing as
this is probably your first (and only) university orientation week, we’ve taken the liberty of
drawing up a quick guide to making the most of f!rosh week:

SHOW UP

we believe that this is quite self explanatory. missing f!rosh week really isn’t an
option we’re willing to give you. sorry.

pROPER ATTIRE

f!rosh week is meant to be fun, loud, crazy and somewhat purple. so even
though you may be an engineering superhero, that doesn’t mean you should

wear your best latex outfit to f!rosh week. you aren’t going clubbing so leave your silk
shirts and leather skirts at home. there is no fashion show. get ready to get soaking wet
from head to toe. and plus, purple dye (see page 8 for purple dye information) doesn’t really
agree with expensive duds, so you’re much better off in clothes (and shoes) that can take a
beating as well as some colouring. do you honestly think you can have more fun being clean
than being dirty? think again.

NO BAGGAGE

we can pretty much guarantee you that it’s really difficult to participate in
wild and vigorous activities with a bulky knapsack strapped to your back. the

more stuff you bring with you, the less mobile and active you’ll be. this will severely decrease
the quality of your orientation experience. so please leave all things resembling a bag, purse
or fannypack at home. you won’t need them because there’s nothing you need to bring except
your money for a f!rosh kit and 2 cans of non-perishable foods. everything you’ll need will
be in the f!rosh kit which, with some creativity, can become a stylish makeshift backpack.
however, if you stubbornly insist on bringing something, bring a camera. no, not your $5000
monstrosity! use waterproof camera or $10 disposable one... it’s much safer that way.

pARTICIPATE

last time we checked, it’s a lot more fun to be in on the action than to be the
one standing on the sidelines, dressed in a pristine white outfit, not one speck

of purple dye in sight. the key here is volume. you can bet that your group leaders will be
awfully loud. it’s your job to show them that, as incoming engineers, you’ve got the moxie
to scream, go crazy and make noise with the best of them. and what better way to do that
than to drown out the other f!rosh groups with your ear-shattering cheering? even though
they’re all engineers too, its obvious that your f!rosh group is the best, so flaunt it! we
suggest learning some cheers in advance so you don’t have to fake it (see page 71).

SOCIALIZE

talk! mingle! you’ll be here for the next four years (hopefully) so you might as
well make some friends while you’re at it. talk to upper years. they know some

stuff. some of it is actually useful. if you see someone with a coloured hardhat, talk to them.
they’re executives or directors of the engineering society... so they’re “probably” important
in some way (see page 9). you might even be (un)lucky enough to meet yours truly. dance and
frolic to the (dis)harmony of the bnad. don’t worry, you’ll hear them. it would be a good
idea to plug your ears when the chief attiliator fires ye olde mighty skuletm cannon (see page
80). if you’re really special, you might even be treated to a non-existent glimpse of the nonexistent bfc. so if you think you saw the bfc, don’t be crazy! nothing of the sort exists!
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ORIENTATION CHAIR / PURPLE DYE
-- a message from:

orientation
chair 0t8
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There are many things that you, as f!rosh, can’t possibly know
yet. Where are my classes? How do I get cheap textbooks?
Should I pee my pants now, or later? (the Answer is later).
The only way that you’ll be able to “orient” yourself to this
new and exciting environment

is if you come to F!rosh Week (also known as Orientation).

COME TO EVERYTHING DURING F!ROSH WEEK

This week is for you,
and

when

you

buy

your f!rosh kit, you are gaining admission to all the stuff we
do. I can assure you, the names of the events do the actual
events themselves almost no justice. Come to everything and
then decide if it’s not for you. That way, you can see what
engineering is really like for yourself.

SHOW SPIRIT!

a.k.a. nightcrawler?

This is easily the easiest way to meet new
people, get upper year textbook hook-ups, find

MIKE DIEZ d’AUX,
MIN 0T5

out about events, and get involved. Nothing works better.

GET INVOLVED

-- mike diez d’aux...

An involved f!rosh is a happy f!rosh, and that

ORIENTATION CHAIR

is why our faculty has the most fun. Period. There is something for everyone

here in engineering, no matter who you are. F!rosh week is an excellent opportunity to meet
coordinators, learn about some of the stuff you are interested in (engineers are typically
multi-faceted), and become a part of Skule™. This is why we have orientation in the first
place. Getting involved can potentially turn your time here from mediocre to addictive.
There you go, three simple pieces of advice that will enlighten you for the next four years.
Now that you know, use this wisdom to its fullest and have fun during F!rosh Week!

-- the chronicles of

purple dye
& voluntary body-tincture

the colour purple is associated with royalty, wealth, power
as well as the power of the wounded to stay alive. (it’s also
a book about women’s struggle for empowerment... which
is totally unrelated, but we thought you’d like to know.)
through the years, purple has repeatedly proved itself to be

the greatest colour in the spectrum of visible light, despite being merely a secondary colour
(a tragic misnomer!). it’s only fitting that the colour of engineers (the greatest sub-species
of homo sapiens) be purple.
but why body colouration, rather than a classy purple tie or a glamorous purple brooch?
the curious practice of dyeing our bodies purple dates back to when the british royal navy
had more power than the american army (wayyyy back
when...). after exhaustive research and investigation, we’ve
managed to uncover the mysterious history of engineers
and purple dye. it goes a little something like this:
it was the glorious era of the mighty british royal navy.
her majesty’s ships were being set out to explore, conquer
and claim exotic lands at the far ends of the earth. like
a tireless colony of ants, the royal engineering corps
worked from dawn till dusk to keep her majesty’s ships in
good condition. to identify themselves as engineers, each
officer proudly bore a bright purple patch on his right
arm, just below the shoulder.
-- engineers in

alas, the sweat, grime and bilge water in the engineers’
work environment resulted in a hefty portion of the
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bright purple dye from the badge transferring from badge to skin. this allowed engineers to
proudly wear the colourful mark of their profession, with or without their uniform.
royal engineers, being the honourable people they were, would often sacrifice their lives and
go down with the ships in a valliant attempt to slow down the sinking process so that more
people might survive. as a badge of honour and respect, and more importantly, in memory of
all the honourable men and women who have gone before us, we temporarily mark ourselves
with the colour that expresses our pride in our history: purple.
as rich and colourful as the history of purple dye is, dyeing yourself during f!rosh week is
not mandatory (although it does show skuletm spirit!). if colouring your whole torso is a bit
too risque for you, consider only dyeing a portion of your body (an arm, a leg...). expect to
remain purple for a few days, depending on how vigorous, efficient and skilled you are with
a loofah.

-- the engineer’s symbol:
the

iron ring
a circlet of honour

the iron ring, a longstanding Canadian tradition, is a
symbol of recognition of being an engineer. Worn on
the little finger of the working hand, the iron ring is
awarded to all canadian engineering graduates (and
recently american engineering graduates).

Dating back to 1922, “the ritual of the calling of an engineer” is an obligation and a ceremony
marking the end of the journey to becoming an engineer written by Rudyard Kipling at the
request of Professor H.E.T. Haultain of the University of Toronto. it outlines an obligation
for all engineers to act for society in an ethical, honourable and respectable fashion and
emphasizes the social significance of the engineering profession. The ceremony unifies all
engineering graduates in responsibility and welcomes new engineers with open arms as they
make the transition from studying engineering to being an engineer.
The iron ring represents the pride of engineers and
serves as a reminder of their humility. The historical

-- the iron ring...

significance of the iron ring has been linked to the
Pierre Laporte Bridge in Quebec. The collapse of the
bridge on August 29, 1907 under the weight of a train
full of steel led to the loss of 75 five lives. Tragedy
continued to plague the bridge when an attempt at
re-building in 1916 resulted in the center span of the
bridge plummeting into the river below while being
hoisted into place. an inquiry led by john galbraith
discovered that errors in the bridge’s design made
were the cause of the fateful collapses.
From that point on, the iron ring was designed and
given out to all engineers and engineering graduates
as a reminder that with great power comes great responsibility, and that engineering
designs must always be done with extreme caution for the sake of our people and our
environment. The iron ring tradition and ceremony has been continued through an unbiased
group called The Corporation of Seven Wardens Inc. in order to keep it consitent across
Canada. Unfortunately, the Toronto region (U of T, Ryerson, and this year York) are the
only institutions left in the world that still offer rings made of iron. All other institutions
have since switched to stainless steel which doesn’t rust. But iron or stainless steel,
it is still a ring which symbolizes the spirit and responsiblity of an engineer.
(Note: an iron ring doesn’t denote a professional engineer (p.eng), which is a designation
determined by provincial/territorial licensing bodies. Only p.eng’s can legally refer to
themselves as engineers.)
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Hardhat Emporium

“Serving the hardhat needs of Superheroes and Engineers since 1900.”

10 King’s College Road
Toronto, Canada
M5S 3G4.

Note: Only orders placed through SKULETM will be accepted.
Individual orders must be approved by SKULETM.

2004 HARDHAT EMPORIUM CATALOG

The Hardhat Emporium is proud to announce a new partnership with the F!rosh Handbook. The 2004
Hardhat Emporium Catalog marks the first in-Handbook catalog since the inception of the Handbook. The
Emporium has long catered to the hardhat demands of Superheroes and Engineers. The recent adjustment in
the English language to make “superhero” and “engineer” synonymous has prompted the Emporium to compile
a single catalog, extensive enough to meet the hardhat needs of the new breed of SuperEngineers.
The hardhat, a symbolic name tag identifying those who are naturally superior in every which way
possible, protects the valued contents of the Engineer’s brain. Upon wearing one, you will be immediately
recognized as a SkuleTM citizen and placed on the top tier of mankind. By donning a hardhat, you embody the
spirit of the Engineer.
During F!rosh week, you will be surrounded by fellow Engineering classmates worthy of being in your
presence. They too will be sporting gleaming new hardhats (purchased at the Emporium). You will bond with
each other, basking in your combined greatness while modeling your regal hardhats. But an Engineer’s hardhat
is not only his/her soul. It’s a hat that will protect your head from smashing into several pieces if you are
standing under falling debris. A pulverized brain does not integrate very well.
To order from the Emporium, apply to an engineering program at U of T and get accepted. Your order
will be placed through SkuleTM and will be ready for pick up during F!rosh week. Only cash payment will be
accepted. (Note: Specialty colours shown here are not immediately available in September. The majority of
colours will only be available for purchase at the end of your first year. Prices are subject to change.)

Item no. 00101
Colour: YELLOW
Model: Regular

Item no. 00102
Colour: WHITE
Model: the Officer

Description:

Members
of SkuleTM not holding a
position on the Engineering
Society wear yellow hardhats, usually purchased
during F!rosh week. Item no. 00101 does not
come pre-decorated. To display true SkuleTM
spirit, f!rosh (and only f!rosh) are invited to the
glamorous hardhat decoration competition
during Godiva week in January. Chinstrap
and fastening device not included.

Description:

Price: Included in your F!rosh Kit
Qty. in Stock: Unlimited

Price: Winning an EngSoc election
Qty. in Stock: 4 x no. 00102; 1 x no. 00102p

Officers
of
the
Engineering
Society wear hardhats
of pure white. The four vice-presidents (VP
Academic, VP Communications, VP Finance and
VP Student Life) are given white hardhats as
they take on the responsibility of making SkuleTM
a better place. The president of the Engineering
Society wears a special model, Item no.
00102p, a white fireman’s hardhat (not shown).

CAUTION: Hardhats are extremely vulnerable to theft, especially by heathen Artsies. Without an indestructible means of
attaching your hardhat to your body (i.e. a chain), you must guard it carefully and NEVER leave it unattended. If an Artsie
manages to steal a hardhat, you must immediately point to the perpetrator while bellowing “HARDHAT!” Pursuit will ensue,
capture will be inevitable, and retrieval is guaranteed. Artsies are inferior in more ways than one.
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Item no. 00103
Colour: BLACK
Model: the Guard

Item no. 00104
Colour: GREEN
Model: the Editor

Description:

Description:

Price: Undying loyalty to Cannon

Price: Spending many hours in EngCom
Qty. in Stock: 4

Members
of the Cannon Guard,
protectors of Ye Olde
Mighty SkuleTM Cannon (official mascot of
SkuleTM) wear black hardhats as well as black
coveralls while on duty. The Chief Attiliator
(CA), the head guardian, wears the special
edition Item no. 00103ca (not shown), a black
hardhat with a silver facemask. Wearers
of black hardhats are endowed with a
mysterious ability to protect artifacts.

Editors
of the four SkuleTM
publications (Skulebook,
Toike Oike, Cannon and the best publication, the
Handbook) receive a green hardhat. In order to
produce these publications of ridiculously high
quality, a green hardhat is required. It not only
dispels writer’s block, it’s been found to act as
a sophisticated spell-checking device when used
in conjunction with pencil and paper.

Item no. 00105
Colour:
FLUORESCENT
ORANGE
Model: the Leedur

Item no. 00106
Colour: ORANGE
Model: the Leader

Description:

The Bnad
Leedurs (seenyur leedur, junyar leedur, and d(r)
umb majur) wear fluorescent orange hardhats
that are visible from large distances. While
wearing fluorescent orange hardhats, the
leedurs are able to conduct the members
of the LGMB (who wear their own regular
hardhats) into playing glorious noise/music.

Description:

Price: Musikle leedurship
Qty. in Stock: 3

Price: Student Leadership
Qty. in Stock: Many

Item no. 00107
Colour: RED
Model: the Director

Item no. 00108
Colour: BEIGE
Model: the Bartender

Description:

SkuleTM
Nite
is
the
annual
Engineering
Musical
Comedy Revue, famous for the music and... well,
the comedy. The powerful triumvirate of Director,
Producer and Master Carpenter who are in charge
of making SkuleTM Nite the tremendous success it
is so as to fulfill the annual quota of rave reviews
are given red hardhats for their efforts.

Description:

Price: Endless commitment to SkuleTM Nite
Qty. in Stock: 3

Price: 40 beers, and the infamous Manager’s Brew
Qty. in Stock: 2

(not to be confused with
no. 00105, the Leedur.)

Leaders
and chairs of student-run clubs and organizations
recognized by SkuleTM are given orange
hardhats. Descriptions and information about
these organizations can be found in the SkuleTM
chapter of this handbook. SAC (SUX) Engineering
representatives also wear orange hardhats.

When
your
job
description
is to manage SUDS
and ensure the (responsible) consumption of
beverages, you aren’t just anybody. The two SUDS
managers, being the all-important purveyors
of beverages, are the proud owners of beige
hardhats. Why beige? Maybe because it’s the
closest thing to a beer coloured hat outside of
pouring beer on one’s head. Maybe not.
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Item no. 00109
Colour: MAROON
Model: the Vender

Item no. 001110
Colour: GOLD
Model: the Athlete

Description:

Engineers
have been found to
need a copious amount
of school supplies. The obvious answer is
Grand and Toy. However, it is too far away
(and way too effing expensive!). Therefore,
we have Engineering Stores to fulfill every
Engineer’s needs. Well maybe not every need.
The two managers (Operations Manager and
Finance Manager) wear maroon hardhats.

Description:

Price: Business savvy
Qty. in Stock: 2

Price: A rigorous exercise program
Qty. in Stock: 1

Item no. 00111
Colour: BLUE &
GOLD
Model: Mr. Blue&Gold
and Godiva’s Crown

Item no. 00112
Colour: AVOCADO
Model: various

Description:

Awarded
to two of the most spirited Engineers, the blue
and gold hardhats find their homes on the heads
of the winners of the Mr. Blue & Gold Pageant
(male) and the Godiva’s Crown Pageant (female).
By wearing Item no. 00111, Mr. Blue & Gold
solemnly swears to drop his pants whenever
instructed to do so at a SkuleTM event.

Description: Almost

green, but not quite...
the avocado hardhats
are worn by a varied group of EngSoc
internal directors. This fruit-inspired hardhat
can be found on the heads of the Engineering
Communications Administrator, the Webmaster,
the Archivist, the Computer Systems Administrator
and the Speaker.
Price: Almost doing work
Qty. in Stock: 5

Item no. 00263
Colour: DARK BLUE
/ LIGHT BLUE
Model: the Ass and
the Minister

Item no. ?????
Colour: SILVER
Model: the Mario

Remember, these hardhats do not exist.
Who ever heard of dark blue and light blue
hardhats? Not us. The Emporium does not stock
merchandise that doesn’t exist. This would drive
us bankrupt. However, if we did have these,
we would probably sell the dark blue one
to Mario’s Ass and the light blue ones to BFC
Ministers. But they don’t exist. So forget it.
Price: $0

edition

Being an
engineer does not mean
that one doesn’t have any
athletic ability. This is a total and utter falsity.
In actuality, engineers excel at everything. This
includes sports. The President of the Engineering
Athletic Association wears a shiny golden hardhat
which has been found to meet even the strictest
football helmet standards set by the NFL.

Price: Creativity and sex appeal!
Qty. in Stock: 2

Description:
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Description: What is up

with your sick fascination
with non-existent hardhats.
Silver? How preposterous. Next you’ll be telling us
that the BFC actually exists! Hah! The non-existent
Mario Baker of the non-existent BFC might wear
a non-existent silver hardhat in your deluded
minds, but the Emporium reminds you that a silver
hardhat is just crazy talk. Stop taking crazy
pills and listen to what you’re saying!
Price: N/A
Qty. in Stock: This does not exist
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PROLOGUE: BEFORE SKULE
-- university prep:

before skule
what to do and expect...
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it’s fast approaching. before you know it, you’ll officially
be a university student, and an engineering student no
less. but before that glorious day comes, you’ll need to
do some preparation in order to be totally prepared for
university. we’re not talking about a trip to staples to buy

a pack of No. 2 pencils and a new ruler. uh uh. not that you shouldn’t buy some pencils and a
ruler, but there are more important details that need to be taken care of...
it’s imperative that you realize how important programming is in engineering.

PROGRAMMING

it’s about as important as vanna white is to wheel of fortune. yeah... that

important. if you haven’t programmed before, we suggest you start early by either buying
a book or borrowing one from the library on the programming language you’ll be studying.
most of you won’t be programming until second semester. unfortunately for ece and engsci
students, you don’t have that luxury so early preparation is key. ece’s will dive right into
java, and engsci’s will begin c in september. start familiarizing yourself with syntax and basic
concepts and theory. you will thank us for this tip come the second week of classes.

TEXTBOOKS

we know that many of you are so very eager to go out and buy all your
textbooks in advance. we applaud your enthusiasm. however, unless you have

money falling out of your armani pockets, you should make sure the books you are buying are
the right ones for the course. the university tries to discourage you from buying textbooks
too early because last minute course text changes can occur. textbooks may change from
year to year, and new editions are always coming out. to avoid the hassle of returning and
exchanging the wrong textbooks, try borrowing textbooks from upper year friends if you
want to start studying early. see page 17 for in-depth coverage of textbooks...

RESIDENCE

some of you will be living in residence and some of you won’t. for those who
will be living in res, there are some things you might want to do to prepare for

your stay at the university of toronto. if you don’t have a meal plan, you’ll probably want
to learn how to cook. and we don’t mean pouring boiling water onto pre-cooked foods.
secondly, buy everything you’ll need early on in the year. making midnight trips to stores
isn’t exactly fun. see the “residences” section (page 55) for a comprehensive list on what
to bring, what to bring a lot of, and what not to bring. you’ll want to follow this list very
closely or face being ostracized by your fellow res mates.

GRAPHS / CHARTS

some of you are very microsoft word and excel savvy. this paragraph is
not for you. this is for those who don’t know the difference between a

spreadsheet and a tablecloth. courses which involve labs will usually require you to submit
lab reports. these lab reports will usually require you to create complicated graphs and
charts. you cannot do this by hand. grab a friend who can work that pie chart and have them
teach you the ins and outs of creating pretty graphs.

SUPPLIES

when it comes to school supplies, always buy two of everything. why? you never
know what will get lost 5 minutes before the exam. you will see this happen,

without fail, at every exam. bringing multiple pencils, pens, rulers, erasers, and calculators
(always bring more than one in case the batteries fail!) to an exam will give you peace of mind
and a safety net to fall back on. and who knows... maybe that hot girl or cute guy from your
civ class will need something and you can be the first to offer help. lastly, go buy a pad of
engineering grid paper from engineering stores as early as you can to avoid long line-ups.
you’ll probably need it sometime during the first week of classes.

AGENDA

BUY AN AGENDA. it doesn’t matter if it’s a “free” one you stole from your dad’s
workplace or a $50 leather extravaganza from grand and to. as long as it has the

correct dates in it, it’s fine. you will need it. university isn’t like high school where if you
miss a quiz, it doesn’t count for much. if you miss a quiz or test here... you missed out on
10%-20% of your final mark. that’s a lot of marks to say goodbye to. wave hard.
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Vol. I: SURVIVING SKULETM

unlike in highschool, nothing in unversity is spoon fed to you.
there is no “homework corner” on the blackboard to remind you
what’s due next week. there are no daily reminders about your
upcoming quizzes. it’s up to you to juggle everything (which LEADS
to the aforementionted need for agendas, see page 14). but DON’T

fret and get your latex suit caught up in a bunch (because lord knows latex can chafe!). our
crack team of top-secret researchers have managed to compile a tell-all document that
breaks down each aspect of your academic life at skuletm. this is a “for your eyes only”
document. well, yours and the 1000 or so other pair of f!rosh eyes.

LECTURES

if you’ve ever watched any college related movie and were fascinated by the huge
classrooms and grown-up atmosphere of lectures, you won’t be disappointed.

you’ll be sharing most of your lectures with hundreds of other students in large lecture
halls so start soaking up that unversity experience. lectures begin 10 minutes past the hour
and end on the hour, giving you 10 minutes to rush to your next class.
the first thing most f!rosh will embrace is the optional attendance. this may seem like the
ultimate freedom, but it’s actually a curse. you’ve already paid your tuition, so they really
don’t care if you attend or not. if you don’t go, it’s your loss... in more ways than one.
you’ll quickly realize that skipping lectures will drop you so far behind that only feverish
clawing and an understanding friend with good notes can save you. go to class. repeat this
to yourself every morning when you wake up, and every night before you sleep.
you will encounter a full spectrum of professors. from talkers, to writers, to spitters... we
have it all. to succeed, you’ll need to adapt to each professor’s teaching style. it’s crucial
that you don’t rely on blackboard notes alone. often, the most valuable knowledge is the
stuff a prof says between writing notes. so whatever you do, write everything down. this
way, if you don’t understand something, you’ll still have a hard copy of what was taught and
you can try to wrestle with it later.
most courses have multiple professors covering different lecture sections. since attendance
isn’t taken, most professors will allow you to freely attend a different lecture section if
you’ve missed your class and want to catch up. many f!rosh decide to switch entirely to a
different lecture section from the one they’ve been assigned for various reasons. don’t be a
snob by judging your professor on the first class and promptly switch out of it because you
don’t think he or she is competent. give it a few classes and if you truly feel that you cannot
succeed in that learning environment, attend another lecture section. if you don’t give
them a chance, you may regret it by finding out (at the end of the year) that the professor
you left turned out to be AN amazing TEACHER. be careful when switching between lecturers
because some professors assign tutorial quizzes and assignments by lecture section; make
sure you don’t end up with a zero because you went to another lecture.
it all boils down to two things: go to class and take good notes. it sounds easy. it isn’t.

TUTORIALS

tutorials take on many different forms, depending on what course you are
taking. most tutorials are one hour long and designed to complement your

lectures. you’ll go over lecture material, difficult problems and any individual questions
you may have. most tutorials are run by teaching assistants (ta’s) who used to be lowly
f!rosh like you.... but by now they are thinking on a level you can’t even begin to process. we
suggest you give them a little respect and listen to them while they talk. if you’re lucky (or
unlucky, depending on how you look at it) your tutorial will be run by your professor.
some tutorials are mandatory and involve either quizzes or assignments, some tutorials
are completely optional and some tutorials are designed as work sessions. figure out
what types of tutorials you have and plan accordingly. it is always better to (continued...)
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(tutorials continued...) attend tutorials since quiz/exam hints may be given. some quizzes are
even written by your ta’s so be nice, and maybe they’ll show some compassion.
come prepared to tutorial sessions with questions. if you don’t, you’ll not only end up
wasting your time, but also your ta’s time. hopefully, you’ll get a ta who speaks english and
has the ability to explain things. unfortunately, whoever hires ta’s doesn’t always take into
account a language barrier. sucks to be you if you have A TA WHO CAN’T SPEAK ENGlish. you can
always try to speak “math.” it’s supposed to be a universal language, after all.

LABS

there are two major types of labs that you’ll encounter: computer labs and regular
labs. computer labs consist of small (but often hideously complicated) programs

that must be submitted electronically either by a certain deadline, or within a certain time
window during tutorials. never cheat on a computer lab by copying someone else’s code. they
will catch you no matter how clever you think you are. do them all (or at least try) because
if you don’t, you’ll likely fail the exams. one last piece of advice: test boundary cases.
your other type of labs will be more familiar... they’re structured much like your high school
labs only you’ll probably need more aspirin here. always do the lab prep well before the lab
session, whether it be assigned reading or building something. this may sound like common
sense, but you’ll be surprised how many f!rosh try to cram in a 2 hour lab prep 15 minutes
before the lab starts. time does not bend, no matter how much you plead with it.
once in the lab, work quickly. if you don’t know how to use the apparatus, go ask a ta right
away instead of tinkering around for 30 minutes and getting nowhere. you’ll never get
perfect results, so don’t bother trying to massage your numbers into giving you amazingly
accurate conclusions. just take the data you’ve collected, try to intepret them, and if they’re
totally wrong, figure out and explain why the error occured. make sure to write a substantial
amount in the discussion and conclusion sections as they are worth the most marks. to save
time, discuss the data with your lab partner and jot down the main observations so that you
can elaborate on them later.

RECITATIONS

a recitation is like a cross between a lecture and tutorial and are usually
run by your professor. you’ll start off by reviewing what was taught in the

lecture, and then move on to difficult and tricky problems (which have a sneaky habit of
popping up on the exam). write everything down and come prepared with questions... this is
your chance to ask your professor individual questions that you are having problems with.

MARKS

having gotten into engineering, we have no doubt that you were the proud bearer
of a stellar high school report card. you’ve probably heard that engineering is

pretty tough and that your marks will drop drastically. don’t try to deny that somewhere,
in the back of your mind, you’ve always thought “well, most people’s marks may drop... but
not mine! i’m a genius! i’ll be the exception!” unfortunately, for most of you, you won’t be
the exception... but don’t feel bad about it though.
the way courses are structured in university make you much more susceptible to losing marks
than in high school. you will likely have only one or two quizzes, a midterm exam, a final
exam and small assignments depending on the course. the midterm and final will constitute
roughly 70-80% of your mark. this does not leave much room for error.
your marks are important, but do not over-obsess about them and never judge others by
their marks. your peers are by no means stupid... they got into engineering after all! expect
roughly a 20% drop in your average from high school. if you work hard, you’ll drop less. if
you work harder, you’ll drop even less. if you happen to thrive in the university atmosphere,
you might even do better than you did in high school; if so... all the power to you. just be
prepared to deal with the possibility of having to lower your expectations.
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Vol. 2: TEXTBOOKS AND CALCULATORS

As you battle your way through first year, you can’t always
rely on your instincts. There will be a time when you’ll
need to consult your superhero manuals: textbooks. No
matter how hard you try and escape from the clutches of
the monotonous textbook pages, you will need to forge an

alliance with your books in order to successfully pass first year. at times, you will want
to rip pages from your textbooks out of pure frustration. then you’ll remember that you
paid around $100 per textbook and ripping pages out of it might not be in the best interest
of your wallet or your marks. cease and desist. but before you can engage in war with your
textbooks, you must purchase them. here are several options:
(SF BASEMENT) if you haven’t already realized that engineering stores

ENGINEERING STORES

sells everything (including books! imagine that!) you soon will. but

whenever you have such a versatile store, it’s no surprise that there are lineups. if you see a
line of people snaking its way around the sf basement with no apparent end in sight, you’re
probably better off coming back later when the line has diffused. see page 52 for details.

DISCOUNT BOOKSTORE

(229 COLLEGE ST.) it’s a pretty small store so they may not replenish
their stock as fast as other stores, but their prices are very decent.

if you go early enough in the year, you’ll be able to take advantage of the nice discounts
they have on sets of books (text + solution manual) before they run out. they also sell used
books so if you aren’t a finicky reader, browse through some old ones before you buy.

UPPER YEARS

upper years are u of t’s secret to saving money on wall paint... come
september, every inch of wall space will be plastered with posters advertising

old textbooks for sale. most of them will be dirt cheap compared to store prices. make sure
you check the edition of the textbook before buying a used one from an upper year student.
if you’re lucky, you may even score a copy of their assignments, quizzes and exams! most
discipline clubs organize smokers (a casual get-together) where you can swap textbooks so
be sure to keep your eyes and ears open.

U OF T BOOKSTORE

(KOFFLER CENTER) if all else fails, go to the u of t bookstore. the prices
are usually higher here, but they’re almost guaranteed to have what you

need. never pay on the ground floor... always take your stuff up to the second floor and pay
in the computer department: there’s hardly ever a lineup there and you can ooh and aah at the
bountiful collection of programming books they have up there while paying. they also sell lab
books, school supplies and official u of t paraphernalia (sweatshirts, keychains, hats... etc.)

-- a profile on

calculators
... your electronic friend

many courses do not allow you to use calculators. this is
bad news for those of you who aren’t keen on mental math.
however, select courses do allow you to have a calculator,
but

only

faculty

approved

models

are

permissible.

basically, you cannot have a programmable calculator

(which rules out many of the fancy-schmancy ones you bought during high school). the ones
that are allowed are basically the shoddy versions you shied away from in high school.
only approved models are allowed to be taken into an test/exam room. they’ll check. believe
us. don’t try to get around the system, because you’ll end up writing an exam with nothing
more than your fingers to help you calculate. this is not fun at all. sin72 is really hard to
calculate using your fingers.
the permissible calculators (taken from last year’s mie100 syllabus) are: casio 991, sharp 520,
and texas instrument 20. (trailing letters after a model number are irrelevant.) the casio is
powerful and useful, but the most expensive. the texas instrument model has a very useful
2 line display, but it’s the sharp model that takes the cake: it can do complex numbers and
numerical integration! what more do you need? (check your syllabus before buying...)
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in a few months’ time, when midterms and final exams
come rolling by, you’ll be certain to want to get your
grubby f!rosh hands on some past exam papers. Not only
do they make great study/review material, they’ll give you
an indication of what type of questions to expect on the

exam and you’ll get to see what a real exam looks, feels and smells like.
your average exam package can be purchased at a ridiculously low price, if not free. they
usually contain exams from the past 4 or more years for each of the courses you’re currently
taking. make sure you buy the right package. you don’t want the package with “vil 196: the finer
points of being a villain.” rather, look for “spw 205: honing your superpowers.” (kidding. they
don’t actually offer that course here... they only offer it at the gotham and metropolis
campuses.) most past exams are solution-independent, which means you won’t be able to
check your answer... however, you can gather some fellow struggling classmates and curl
up with a good past exam package and work together. (if you’re lucky and manage to obtain
solutions, smile greedily, narrow your eyes and hiss with glee... no wait, this isn’t waterloo!
you should politely offer your friends a copy. this is what a good superhero or engineer
would do.) you can obtain past exams from these readily available sources:

EXAMS.SKULE.CA

established just last year, skule’s very
own exam DATABASE offers past exams at

the best prices around... nada! it’s fast, it’s accessible from
any computer with internet and talk about el cheapo! all you
have to pay for is paper and ink to print the exams... and if
you print at ecf, even that’s free! with its growing popularity
among lazy and frugal people, this source might just drive out all the competition!

-- if it exists,
they have a copy.

COPYWELL

Located opposite the king’s college road
gateway (across the street from wallberg)

copywell offers exams packages by discipline and year
for around $5. these packages rarely contain solutions
so your only option is to compare answers with fellow
students. in addition to past exams, copywell also sells
several solution manuals to some of your textbook that
do not come with one. they also do one more thing... what
was it? oh right... photocopying. heh.

COURSE WEBSITE

Depending

on

the

course,

your

professor may or may not have exams

posted on the website. if you’re really lucky, solutions will also be posted. you should save
a copy of the file right away in case it gets taken off the web. many professors will usually
post past exams a week or two before the exam takes place, so stay on the lookout.

ENGINEERING STORES

Don’t be surprised that your favourite store also sells past exams!
drop by to pick up an exam package and pick up some school supplies and

Skuletm paraphernalia while you’re at it! this place is like wal-mart.

CESA

THE Chinese engineering student’s Association (stationed in the atrium sometime
before exams) is always happy to sell you exam packages. if you happen to be a member

(a small one-time fee), you get a discount on their already low prices.

UPPER YEARS

it’s often the case that upper year students have held onto their original exam
question sheets. if you’re lucky, maybe some of the solutions are correct!

you’ll only be able to get midterms though... final exams are kept by the university.

ENGINEERING LIBRARY
18

This library on the second floor of SF is another source for past
exams, if you aren’t afraid to look for them.
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VOL. 4: TIME / ETIQUETTE

it’s finally time to shelve your caped, latex-clad alter ego
and buckle down, young f!rosh. gone are the days when you
could lead your double life and still snag a stellar a+ in
calculus without breaking a sweat. letting time fritter away
is a luxury reserved for the common folk, i.e. artsies. as an

engineer, you’ll rack up more weekly class hours than you can count on 5 hands. then again,
it’s a small price to pay for superhero training. no matter what they tell you at other, lesser
schools, you can’t ensure the safety of humanity by simply being a semi-decent engineer...
and being the best requires time and smart management of said time. so read carefully:
1) PLAN: get a planner and use it. your memory should be reserved for formulae, not quiz,
test and exam dates. if you think you have a good memory for dates, remember this: you don’t.
spend 10 seconds writing in your planner... save hours worth of last minute cramming.
2) read ahead: there’s nothing worse than realizing after a 50 minute lecture that the only
thing you understood was the date. reading ahead will make lectures more interesting and
bearable. you’ll also blaze through your homework.
3) small bites: if you don’t keep up with schoolwork by doing a little bit at a time, you’ll end
up biting off more than you can chew come exam time. cramming might work for some people,
but it isn’t necessarily a pleasant or sane experience.
4) time vs. marks: make sure the time you spend on something is proportional to its weighting
on your final mark. studying for a midterm worth 30% of your final mark should be given
preference over completing an assignment worth only 0.25%, no matter how urgent or
important the assignment may seem at the time. look at the big picture.
5) quit your job: you’ll scrape together a few dollars, fail a few courses because you didn’t
have time to study and end up shelling out hundreds more for summer school courses. net
gain? more like net deficit. (if you insist on working, work no more than 8 hours a week.)
6) relax and sleep: your mind (and body) needs rest. over-studying will, more often than
not, hurt your marks. after all, you can’t answer question 6 on the exam if you’re asleep.

-- a brief guide to

classroom
etiquette

some students are polite. some are not. this section caters
to the latter faction of students. every class (as you will
soon see) has its share of rude students that insist on
demonstrating crude and tactless behaviour during classes.
in an attempt to tame this boorish species, we’ve prepared

this condensed guide, affectionately nick-named “how to know when to shut your mouth.”
Firstly, there is no “mr., ms. or mrs.” in university. it’s “professor.” whether your instructor
has an M.D., a Ph.d. or m.t.v. is none of your concern. it’s still “professor” to you. period.
come to class on time. it’s not that hard! when the professor’s mouth is open, yours should
be closed. you are there to learn, and the prof is there to teach: use your ears, not your
mouth. if you have a question, think seven times before you ask it. trust us, this will save you
much embarassment. no verbal diarrhea, please. not only will you annoy the prof, you can
bet there are 100 students aiming sharp writing utensils at your head. don’t bother showing
off by spewing obscure facts. no one cares. and for goodness sakes, don’t point out every
missing colon or bracket the prof has forgotten to write! it’s not that he/she is wrong...
it’s simply that you are anal rententive at the expense of everyone else’s sanity and patience.
just... shhh! don’t eat or drink in class unless the prof distinctly says you can. water is
usually fine. lastly, bargaining for insignificant half marks here and there just isn’t done.
as a rule of thumb: shove your thumb in your mouth before you speak.
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the best advantage in a fight is to know your opponent
better

than

he

knows

himself.

(unless

of

course

you have superpowers, in which case it’s not much
of

a

fight.)

prepare

to

struggle,

battle,

bargain,

compromise, underestimate and hopefully vanquish the

elite assassination squad known as “the f.y.c.” (the First Year courses... ok, it’s not ultra
creative... we know!) enter the anti-calendar! (*gasp!*) filled with detailed profiles of each of

chem
civ
ECE
indy
mech
mse
min

your deadly adversaries, it will train and prepare you for your first battle with skuletm.*

APS 103f/s (A.K.A. “ENGINEERING, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT I”)

● ● ● ●● ●●

you that by being a responsible engineer, you can save the environment, save

This course will be one of the least technical you’ll take in first year. It’ll show
people and ultimately save the entire world! The ambitious nature and message
of this course is, unfortunately, hindered by a textbook that holds the world
record for incomprehensibility. If you can come to us and tell us to our faces
that you truly and clearly understand the textbook, we will laugh at you… and
then stop. Because liars are not worth our laughter.
Because of the mediocre text, you should try to stay awake and take good notes
during the lectures so you don’t need to read the book. This course may seem
unbelievably easy as it mainly constitutes rewriting the textbook... but don’t
underestimate it. Make sure you’ve memorized the material and at least twenty of
those twenty dollar words they liberally sprinkle throughout the text. (The phrase
“end of pipe solution” has proven to be extremely popular among APS 103 students.)
The professors use similar quiz questions every year, so grab an older friend
and make sure they tell you everything... including those special words.

●●

APS 105f/s (A.K.A. “COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS”)
IF you’ve programmed before, this course shouldn’t pose much of a problem.
However, if you’re in the other boat, you had better start practicing. Although
Java is a beginner’s course, it can creep up on you very quickly if you start
slacking off. The textbook (written by prof. carter) is amazing for beginners.
This course has one of the highest failing percentages, so if you want to pass,
do all the labs. By yourself. copying and cheating will not only get you caught,
you will most definitely fail. (changing variable names won’t fool anyone!)
The practice problems at the end of each chapter are good for review and are
suspiciously similar to quiz questions. Take advantage of the TA’s because,
contrary to popular belief, they DO know more than you. (!!!)
If you are struggling in this course, the exams will feel like the apocalypse. It
will take freakishly long to figure out and code the solutions. If you want to do
well on the exams, keep in mind that it’s better to write a small chunk of code that
works rather than tackling the whole problem and end up writing gibberish with
mistakes everywhere. Any previous Java student will confirm this for you. and
If all else fails, pseudocode is your friend and will get you a few meager marks.
For those that find themselves falling behind quickly: if ever there was a time to
get a tutor, this is it. For ECE students that fail Java, there is a high percentage
chance that you will be forced into retaking it at the same time as your C++ course.
Double programming = not a good idea.

*disclaimer: anti-calendar course descriptions are solely the opinions of contributors and authors who have
already defeated the F.y.c., and are based upon how courses were run in the 0T3-oT4 skuletm year. we are not
liable for any adverse effects the anti-calendar may have on your marks or psychological well-being. however,
we do take full credit for its academic benefits/entertainment value, if any. cheers!
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APS 106s (A.K.A. “FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING”)

●●

singular. APS 106 is probably the only programming course that a beginner can

● ●●

Three cheers for easy programming courses! Actually make that “course”,
do really well in. The step-by-step “students know nothing” teaching mentality
of the course is really quite beneficial to newbie programmers. Every new
lesson logically develops from the previous lesson.
Going to class + taking good notes = happy student... the midterm and final are
open book, meaning you can have your notebook with you. Don’t think about
skipping the labs because you will lose marks. The biggest challenge you’ll face
in this course is logic. If your problem solving skills aren’t up to par, doing
extra problems will be your life jacket in this course.
Lastly,

do

project
personal

not

until
with

assume

the

last

caffeine

you

are

minute.
in

order

a

programmer-supreme

You’ll
to

end

finish

up

getting

coding

your

and
up

leave

the

close

and

project

while

simultaneously beating yourself over the head with a stick like a madman.

● ● ● ●● ●●

APS 111f (A.K.A. “ENGINEERING STRATEGIES AND PRACTICE I”)
Congratulations on being one of the 150 students accepted into this course.
You will, naturally, start out being wildly enthusiastic about this course. There
will be a point, however, when you snap and realize how much more work you’ve
bestowed upon yourself by applying for e.s.p. (odd acronym...)
One advantage of E.S.P. is all the group work, which is a rarity in first year
courses. Early lectures about teamwork, leadership, and communication will be
very relaxing. This will not last. You will soon be calculating life cycle costs
using formulae you really don’t understand in situations you’ve never heard
of. You’ll learn design methodologies and all the wonderful things that affect
engineering design, like human factors, environmental impact and the like...
There will be a lot of writing, including an Engineering Notebook which must
be updated regularly and submitted for marking. Make sure you understand
exactly what each assignment is or you will get burned (badly) on the marking
scheme. Rest your hand and wrist before the midterm and final because you’ll
be writing so much that your hand will spasm for the next two days. That
aside, everything will be worth it once you experience the Moobella Lecture.
Fifty solid minutes talking about ice cream. Runner up goes to the memorable
“wet

● ● ● ●● ●●

poke-through

factor”

discussion

during

the

Toilet

Paper

Lecture.

APS 112s (A.K.A. “ENGINEERING STRATEGIES AND PRACTICE II”)
E.S.P II is one massive project and you’ll be presented with a colossal trade off.
The downside is that you will be living, breathing and sleeping with this course
throughout the whole semester. Not only are the lectures crucial for your
project, you’ll have group meetings during tutorials, meetings with project
managers, client meetings and extra work sessions outside of school. No other
course compares in terms of time commitment. In exchange, you get amazing and
invaluable hands-on experience that is otherwise non-existent in first year.
Each group gets to work with a real company on an engineering design project
that spans the whole semester. You’ll apply the design process theory you
learned from ESP I to your project, all the while learning how to manage a
large project, write reports and communicate with your client. The grand finale
of ESP II is a powerpoint showcase of every group’s project to the class,
professors and clients. The highlight of the course is watching (continued...)
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(aps 112 continued...) a video of a house being built, from scratch, in less than
3 hours. It demonstrated “good project management,” but more importantly…
3 hours! Damn!!
By

the

hours

end
on

course.

To

of
ESP

the

year,

you

II

than

your

compensate

for

will

have

friends

this,

there

spent
have

will

be

about
in
no

a

their

gazillion

more

English/Society

midterm

or

final

in

this course. Halle-effing-lujah. Now go study for Calculus.

●●

●●

cHE 112f (A.K.A. “PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY”)
Remember how numerous topics were covered in high school Chemistry but it was
all pretty simple? Well, Physical Chemistry is just like that, except minus the
“pretty simple” part. Most of the concepts were introduced in high school but
this course takes “looking at it in more detail” to a new level. You get to learn
how equations are derived using differential equations and partial derivatives
and loads of other fun stuff that you won’t learn until second year Calculus!
Thankfully, this course isn’t very demanding in terms of homework but it does
require a lot of problem solving and logical reasoning. You’ll need to do a
lot of legwork to be successful in this course. The textbook is written by
one of the professors so you’ll get used to the evaluation style very quickly
(or perish!) by doing the problems in the textbook. Oh, and reading ahead one
chapter never hurt anyone.
We suggest you come very prepared to the final. Not only is the exam excruciatingly
difficult, you have the distinct pleasure of having to memorize all the formulae.
On a random note: after taking this course, you will officially know more 10+ letter
words than any student in another engineering discipline. Congratulations.

●

cHE 113s (A.K.A. “CONCEPTS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING”)
After surviving CHE 112, you plunge headfirst into CHE 113 in the spring semester.
This isn’t your typical university course: it’s divided into three parts, each taught
by a different professor. Your glorious round-robin of topics comprises data
analysis and statistics, environmental engineering, and biological engineering.
This format will expose you to many different options available in the chem. eng.
field while presenting concepts that are fundamental to all branches of chem.
eng. such as mass balances and mass transfers... Highly riveting material.
It will seem daunting at first, being bombarded with so many new concepts; but
in the end, it all boils down to a few key principles which will be expanded upon in
second year. Also, you will be enjoying your first real chemistry lab sessions.
Don’t panic though… they’re relatively straight forward and are designed to give
students lab experience. 3 to 4 hours may seem like an eternity, but you’ll wish
you were back in CHE 113 when you have day long labs in second year.
Special
undergo
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feedback.
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probably
tell

us there may be 4 research clusters instead of 3 this year. Whoopee.

● ● ● ●● ●●

cIV 101f (A.K.A. “STRUCTURES, MATERIALS AND DESIGN”)
To quote a professor, “This course is essentially a course in Newtonian
Mechanics.” Uh, hmm? Don’t worry, this course is one of the easiest you’ll take
in first year. Summing forces in the x, y and z directions will give the correct
answer a third of the time. Taking moments about a point will result in the right
answer another third of the time. The last third deals with stress (both on
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I-beams and on your brain) and when you just can’t take it anymore, you will
resort to randomly drawing free-body diagrams. Fortunately, CIV101 professors
love free-body diagrams and will award you many marks for them.
if you don’t buy the solution manual, You might as well throw away your textbook
as it will be useless. The material may be simple, but you can’t learn it from the
book... So if you don’t go to class and take notes, you will cry bloody murder
during the exams. Do the assigned problems as well as old quizzes and exams; the
format and coverage of exams hasn’t changed in the last 5 to 6 years.
You need to get a group of friends to study with and to work on the problem
sets. It will make your life (both academic and social) much more bearable. Oddly
enough, these people will probably end up being your core group of university
friends. It’s because of some cosmic alignment, or something like that.

● ●●

ECE 101f/MIE 191s (A.K.A. “INTRODUCTION TO ECE / INTRODUCTION TO MECH AND INDY”)
We’re willing to bet that these two courses are by far the easiest to pass in
first year. there’s no reading, studying or homework involved. You simply need
to show up… and not even to every class! As long as you come to 70% of the
classes (allowing for 2-3 missed classes), you’ll be given the credit. Keep track
of how many you’ve missed or risk having to sit through this course again.
Designed as seminar courses, they give you an overview of the branches of work
and study that ECE/Mech/Indy can lead to. Special guest lecturers are invited
each week to present a lecture on their field of expertise. A lot of interesting
information and demonstrations are given during the course of the semester;
chances are, at least one of the fields presented will be something you’ll want
to get into. If not, feel free to choose a seat near the sides and have a relaxing
nap. Whatever you do, don’t start yapping… many students got singled out and
publicly humiliated for this heinous crime. And don’t walk in late. Ever.
Attendance is taken in the form of a quiz at the end of each class which takes
approx. 12.62 seconds to complete and isn’t worth any marks. Anyone who writes
a quiz and drops it off in the cardboard box on the way out is marked “present”
for that seminar. We will refrain from saying anything about loopholes here.

●

ECE 106s (A.K.A. “PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS”)
If you thought Java was hard, take an aspirin before you read about C++. After
a couple of classes, you’ll be begging to be let back into the heavenly simple
world of Java. All of the Java (aps 105) material is fully covered in the first two
weeks of this course. Then, onto a sick and twisted list of data structures that
have so many different functions, you’ll want to hunt down the creator of c++.
the syntax will be confusing if you’ve never seen/used it before.
You will think the labs are very easy. Your thinking will change after the
automarker slaps you with a zero because you neglected to test the boundary
cases. All your professor will do is shrug and smile. It was, after all, your own
fault that you weren’t careful enough.
The C++ exams will seem like a breath of fresh air after Java exams. No more
complex coding. A lot of fill in the blanks and true/false questions will
determine whether you pass or fail the course. One of the keys to passing the
exam is to print stuff. Labs, notes, code… anything you can find on the course
website… print it! You can bring as many notes as you like to the exam, plus your
textbook. however, if you’re using the same textbook as last year, you’re better
off leaving it at home. It’s more of a liability than an asset.
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ECE 110s (A.K.A. “ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS”)
This is your usual introduction to electrical engineering course. A lot of

●

●● ●

electricity, a lot of magnetism and a lot of circuit analysis. Basically a lot
of a lot of things. Of course, this means you’ll need an extraordinary
memory to retain all the formulae required in this course. No aid-sheets are
allowed during midterms, which is a bit unfair considering ECE115 gets one,
but that’s life. To make matters worse, the textbook is only good for the
assigned problems. This will force you to go to class, listen and take notes.
By the end of the course, you will have made three new friends: Kirchhoff,
Thevenin and Norton. They will help you pass the exam… if you are nice.

●●

ECE 115s (A.K.A. “ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM”)
This course seems deceptively simple. All the topics covered are relatively easy
to follow but when you start doing the harder problems, you’ll realize that you
know nothing. Sometimes (unfortunately) this happens during one of the exams.
This is when you start panicking.
On the bright side, the textbook is very well written and will provide you with
endless hours of colourful, visual ecstasy. This is one course where the class
notes may not be enough; read the textbook and fill in any gaps from the
lectures to ensure that you know everything. Aid sheets are allowed in the two
midterms but remember: your aid-sheet will be useless! No matter how many
problems you scrawl down in your miniscule handwriting… 99.9% of it will be
utterly useless. This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t make an aid-sheet though…
it’s an excellent way to review your material. Just don’t pout and whine after
the exam if you’re one of the people who fit the whole textbook on your page.
(Tip: Write down ALL the formulae in one chunk, and then fill the rest with
whatever you want.. it doesn’t matter.)
Lastly, be sure to do all your lab prep or else you and your ill-fated lab partner
will suffer. We recommend a maximum of 4 hours per lab write-up; just be clear
and concise… the TA’s marking will not care if you research extra information
and eagerly shovel it on. In fact, if you write too much, you’ll lose marks.

●

ECE 190f (A.K.A. “DISCRETE MATHEMATICS”)
If you’re lucky enough to have taken Data Management in high school, you
already have an advantage in this course. This is probably the easiest of all the
mathematics courses that you will take. The textbook explanations are very
clear because the author assumes you know diddlysquat to begin with. However,
if you go to every class and take good notes, you won’t need the book. In fact,
if you get Prof. Kschischang (whom we all believe is the Homo sapiens version of
the textbook), your notes will be as good (if not better) than the book.
The course starts off easy enough with sets, combinations and permutations.
These first few chapters will seem redundant, but enjoy the simplicity while it
lasts. Module 2 is where it starts to get confusing. It all culminates in drawing
a lot of weird looking graphs between dots, houses and any other imaginable
situation where you can draw lines between things.
The weekly quizzes are a giveaway. If you do the problem sets every week
(answers are posted online), you are guaranteed at least a 7/10 on quizzes. TA’s
will most likely recycle questions from the problem sets by modifying a few
numbers and putting them on a quiz. One last thing: no calculators allowed, so
memorize your factorials up to 12!.
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ENG 182F/S (A.K.A. “EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL WRITING”)
Designed to teach you how to write professionally and technically, anyone with

● ● ● ● ● ● ● a slight grasp of the English language and the ability to follow the directions on
a microwave popcorn box should be able to pass this course. The secret to this
class is to shelve your creativity for the semester. Don’t be silly and assume
they want to see your sophisticated style of writing... they don’t! They want
you to write like they tell you to write. Because if you don’t, they will happily
chop marks off. Make sure you earn decent marks on the first few assignments.
Apparently, somewhere along the way, the marking scheme becomes extinct and
your mark seems to flat-line at whatever you’ve been getting recently.
Classes are used primarily to catch up on sleep, but can also be used to
learn about effective formats (or rather “format”, singular, because they
insist their way is the only proper way) for documents such as business
letters and memos.

The assignments are quick, short and easy to handle.

Be

prepared to memorize steps and procedures for evaluations, as the final exam
may well ask you to write a formal report on writing formal reports.

●●

●● ●●

MAT 186f (A.K.A. “CALCULUS I”)
We assume you did relatively well in high school Calculus. (You did, after all,
make it into engineering.) Therefore, Calculus I shouldn’t be too difficult. Most
of the stuff covered should already have been taught to you in high school. This
will want to make you slack off and sleep, but don’t unless you are certain you
know your stuff forwards and backwards. If you are strong in mathematics
and this course just isn’t giving you the adrenaline rush you were hoping for,
transfer into MAT196. It’s more challenging and less sleep-inducing.

●●

●● ●●

MAT 187s (A.K.A. “CALCULUS II”)
After the vacation that was Calculus I, you’ll find that Calculus II is the
turbulent plane ride back. Things start getting much more difficult as you find
out that the simple differentiation you’re accustomed to is only the tip of the
iceberg. Meet vector and partial differentiation! You’ll learn many different
techniques of integration. You will need to memorize all of these techniques. If
you cannot, we pity you because you will be repeating this course.
To succeed, do all the assigned problems, find some old quizzes and exams, do
problems, eat, do more problems and top it off with some more problems. This
studying strategy is quite straightforward once you get the hang of it!
If you find yourself wanting to give up, just remember that students taking
MAT196/7 aren’t allowed to use a calculator. This thought is always enough to
bring a smile and snicker to a calculator-toting MAT186/7 student.

●●

●● ●●

MAT 188f (A.K.A. “LINEAR ALGEBRA”)
If you were one of those students that thought Algebra was the hardest high
school math course, we advise you to buy a pair of sunglasses because you will
soon be scratching your eyes out. If you loved Algebra in high school, this
course may just replace your daily trips to Second Cup!
You’ll

learn

about

matrices,

vectors,

3-dimensional

mumbo

jumbo…

all

that fun stuff you either had a hard time visualizing in high school or had
intellectual orgasms thinking about. Most of the early material covered in
this course should not pose too many problems for you. Most (continued...)
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(mat 188 continued...) of the later material covered in this course will pose many
problems for you. watch out for careless mistakes when doing calculations. You
will end up feeling that the material in this course is irrelevant to engineering,
boring and altogether overly time-consuming. We heartily agree. This doesn’t
mean you can forget about it though, because if you do, forget about passing
this course. So go Get the solution manual, snatch as many marks as you can on
the quizzes and just keep looking ahead. If you begin to dwell on how much you
don’t understand, you’ll be dwelling on a lot more in summer school.

●

MAT 196f (A.K.A. “CALCULUS A”)
If you still have all your notes from high school Calculus, you’ll know everything
that will be taught… in the first week. Then it’s off on a journey that begins with
the infamous delta-epsilon, the sophisticated method of dealing with limits. No
worries if you don’t fully understand it... just memorize the steps in the proofs.
They’ll tell you that delta-epsilon is everywhere but it never shows up until the
quiz and midterm in the form of one simple question. You should polish up your
trigonometry because if you don’t… well, you’ll fail. You’ll be differentiating,
integrating, graphing and having intimate dinners with trig functions.
Buy the textbook and solution manual as a package... you’ll be using it for your
next three Calculus courses. The textbook is adequately written but will not
replace your lectures. Go to class and take very detailed notes! The key to this
course is to solve as many problems as you can and find patterns and shortcuts.
The more derivations and formulae you memorize, the less time you’ll waste on
the exam. Calculators aren’t allowed, so you must rely on your brain. Make a
formula sheet to study from; the bus, the park, the library, the dinner table…
take it everywhere, because that’s where you’ll be studying for Calculus.

●

MAT 197s (A.K.A. “CALCULUS B”)
Making it through Calculus A gets you a ticket into to the world of integration:
Calculus B. You’ll be integrating until you cry. Then, you’ll integrate your
tears. Au revoir to the nice and simple y and x variable equations. Enter polar
and parametric functions. Once again, we suggest you make a formula sheet
and include on it the formula for area, length, volume, surface area (and all
other function properties) in regular, polar and parametric forms, even if the
professor doesn’t mention them (... all the more reason for them to make it a
“challenge question” on the exam).
You’ll encounter some sequences and series. No, not the mindless ones you’re
familiar with from high school. These ones are infinite and don’t make any sense
at all. After awhile, you’ll wonder if there exists anything besides 0 and

∞ and

you’ll develop a deep hatred for a man named Taylor. You finish off the year
working with 3 variable functions like the hyperbolic paraboloid. If we’ve given
you the impression that this course is challenging, we’ve done our job.

● ● ●●

MIE 100s (A.K.A. “DYNAMICS”)
Consider a hollow ball that starts rolling from rest (with a coefficient of
kinetic friction of 2.3) with an angular acceleration of 4.142 rad/s2 down a hill
inclined at 30 degrees. Factor in a northwest wind blowing at 25km/h and an
earthquake of 6.7 on the Richter scale. The ball explodes into three pieces each
of which has equal kinetic energy. If one of the pieces hit you upside the head,
that’s roughly the pain you’ll feel during the exam if you’re not fully prepared.
The first chapter is really simple and you’ll think to yourself, “Easy, Schmeazy!”
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Then all hell will break loose sending you scurrying to the nearest copy shop to
buy the solution manual. the microscopic print will make your eyes hate you but
not as much as you’ll hate yourself if you don’t buy it. Don’t get into the habit
of relying on the solution manual... but if you’re stuck for more then 1 hour on
a problem… for goodness sakes man, stop being stubborn! Look up the answer!
The quizzes are open book which is great if the questions are similar to sample
problems in the text. If not, well, have fun. They don’t call this the hardest
first year course for nothing. Make sure you fully understand the concepts
because memorizing problems will not get you through this course. You need to
be able to breathe dynamics out of every orifice to ace the exams. Luckily, you
can anticipate the types of problems by going over old exams and noticing that
they all follow the same pattern. oh, and the last thing that may save you is the
gargantuan bell curve.

● ●●

MIE 191s (A.K.A. “INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING)
sEE “ECE 101” ON PAGE 23 FOR DETAiLS...

●

●

MIN 185s (A.K.A. “EARTH SYSTEMS ENGINEERING”)
If you thought stuff like earthquakes and volcanoes had nothing to with
engineering, this course will prove that you are dead wrong. You’ll learn
about things you never thought were remotely connected with engineering. The
material isn’t very complicated but you’ll need to write like no one’s business
to have complete notes. Use your ears! Not everything the professor says will
end up on the board or on overheads, but it may very well end up on your exam.
Like many other non-mathematical courses, this course requires ample memory
usage. If you’re the kind of person who can shovel information into your brain
and spit it out at will, you will soar in this course.
All lab work (which will prove useless for exams) must be done during your
assigned lab period. I.e. If you skip, you will receive a big, fat, juicy zero. This
does not bode well for your final grade.
A multiple choice midterm may sound easy, but they find evil ways to confuse you.
Try to answer each question without looking at the list of choices… they’re only
there to confuse you. Then read the choices carefully because no one will care if
you mistook “2.25 m2/s” for “2.25 m/s2.” The final will comprise of writing, writing,
and as a breather, some more writing. Hey, at least there’s no math!

●●

●● ●●

MSE 101f/s (A.K.A. “APPLIED SCIENCE: MATERIALS”)
Material Science introduces you to atomic structures, quantum physics (yes,
this stuff does exist!), material bonding and everything else you’ll need to
know about solids and how they react under different conditions. as long as
you keep up with the work, there’s no reason why you can’t succeed in this
course. The material is simple and easy to follow and can be really interesting
if you enjoy knowing things like the scientific reasoning behind the breaking of
a vase when you drop it on the ground.
The labs can prove to be time-consuming and difficult, so it helps to be prepared.
If you’ve got the time, writing good lab reports is key to impress your TA’s.
Overall, the course material itself is relatively easy and straightforward, but
at the same time, it is abundant. to do well on the exams, you must Be prepared
to start studying well ahead of time in order to digest the all the information
in smaller amounts. Kind of like at a buffet.
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eng. sci. has roughly a 33% drop-out rate. this means
that either one of the people sitting next to you (or
even you, yourself) will soon be gone... but we have faith
in you! your amazing high school marks make you a true
superhero, and thus, you deserve your own anti-calendar.

CHE 150s (A.K.A. “CHEMISTRY”)
High School Chemistry: Redux. the majority of CHE 150 is a rehashing of all the stuff you
learned in high school. The new concepts present themselves as unwelcome evil little twists
along the way. Start off the semester by keeping up with the assigned homework and readings
because before you know it, those new concepts will sneak up behind you and whack you in
the head with an alarming force and velocity. The wicked (meaning bad, not good) marriage of
numerous topics with a short time span gives birth to more equations than any sane student
can cram into his/her brain. You’re better off spending your time trying to understand what
the hell is going on and learn to derive the formulae rather than to memorize them. the
textbook isn’t a great source for learning material but the example questions aren’t bad. Be
sure to attend tutorial sessions as valuable hints for upcoming quizzes are dropped.

cIV 102f (A.K.A. “STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS - AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN”)
CIV102 has been labeled “the class that makes nSci students want to switch into Civ.” it can
be fun… in a sadistic sort of way. You’ll study stress and strain on bridges and towers. then
You’ll try to dissolve the stress on your mind and you’ll fail because in the end, you’re still
taking CiV 102. Prepare for weekly slumber parties, the guest of honour being the lengthy,
difficult and altogether evil problem sets. for fun, you’ll play a game with yourself called
“Trying to decipher complex concepts” in aN attempt to prepare for upcoming quizzes.
The two design projects will mark the climax of the course. You’ll witness, firsthand, your
laboriously created masterpiece collapsing under the will of Prof. Collins himself. You’ll
feel as if a little part of you died and left you (Kind of like having an appendectomy… except
not). A potentially good thing is that if your final exam mark is higher than your term mark,
it counts as your final mark. However, don’t rely on this policy as it is ridiculous to believe
that you will suddenly rise from the ashes of a lousy term mark and emerge with a glorious
exam mark. It’s just not done. Lastly, keep good notes and cherish your notebook (there is
no textbook), as you are allowed to take it with you into your quizzes and final exam.

CSC 180f (A.K.A. “INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING”)
If you’ve come into university with little or no programming experience, or need an easy
course as a cushion to save you from everything else you’re failing, CSC180 is for you!
Lectures are useful for catching two things: hints for the exams and sleep. The lectures are
so sluggish that you might find yourself waking up at the end of class, only to realize that
the prof. has actually gone backwards and un-taught some stuff! (Hey, it could happen.)
Optional lab periods are useful for novice programmers and require minimal completion time.
There really shouldn’t be any problem getting through this course if you complete all the work
on time. NOW... We know that you know you shouldn’t ever copy code from another student.
We know that some of you will undoubtedly try to test the system, thinking that you are
above it. We know that the university has algorithms that are smarter (and more unforgiving)
than you. Lastly, we know some of you will find out what we know… the hard way.

CSC 181f (A.K.A. “INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING”)
CSC181 holds the glamorous (and slightly bad-ass) title of “CSC 180 on steroids.” it’s
bigger and it’s badder. note comparison with CSC180 students will show you that they
learn relatively… nothing. Nothing short of hereditary programming genes can rescue
you from slaving away into the ungodly twilight hours trying to debug your assignments.
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Your peers in other courses will look at you in awe. You, in turn, will not be looking at
anyone. Your eyelids will be closed any chance they get to make up for the sleep this
course has deprived you of. By the end of the semester, you’ll either have resignedly
switched into CSC 180 or you’ll be having delightfully nonsensical conversations with
your computer screen using C syntax. You may take any inanimate objects into the exam
room. oh, and We’ve checked and we’d like to confirm that no, an upper year student (no
matter how hermitic or reclusive he/she may be) is not considered inanimate. Crap.

CSC 190s (A.K.A. “COMPUTER ALGORITHMS, DATA STRUCTURES AND LANGUAGES”)
You’ll be exposed to a wide variety of programming concepts such as stacks, queues, binary
search trees and hash tables. Though there is a fair share of C++ programming involved,
the course focuses on the structures and algorithms. Though these concepts may sound
abstract and confusing, it’s nothing you can’t handle. You’ll find that assignments
have mysteriously morphed into a very sick and twisted game. You’ll engage in endless,
mind-numbing struggles to match your program’s outputs with the autotester. and
Like at a casino, you may snag some rare victories, but the house always wins.

CSC 191s (A.K.A. “COMPUTER ALGORITHMS, DATA STRUCTURES AND LANGUAGES”)
If you’re reading this, you must be in one of two situations. One, you are experiencing
a severe case of schadenfreude (look it up… it was used in a Simpsons episode!) towards
people who are taking this course. Two, you’ve made it through CSC 181 and have made the
monumental decision that you’d rather spend time with your computer than with your friends
(no, there are no overlaps!). If you belong to the latter group, you’ll really be getting
it on with your keyboard, racing to finish the seemingly impossible assignments. in the
end, after all the time has been spent, sleep sacrificed, and sweat and blood spilled, you
can proclaim your computing greatness as your mark bells to heights never imagined by
those of the feeble and weak CSC 190 class. Then, and only then, can you rest.

ECE 159s (A.K.A. “FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRIC CIRCUITS”)
Simple electric circuits have never looked so complicated. Introduced into first year
just a few years ago, this course has an untouchable record of confusion and difficulty.
Don’t worry if you’ve never taken an electronics course in your life. Those who have
will be just as confused as you are. And as if the lecture material wasn’t enough, this
course comes bundled with three-hour labs that are difficult, fast-paced and designed
with your impending insanity in mind. make sure you study for the 30 minute tutorial
quizzes. if you don’t, it’ll take you 3 hours to finish it. For the last chapter of the
course, make sure you have a calculator that can do complex numbers for you.

MAT 185f (A.K.A. “LINEAR ALGEBRA”)
The aptly named Linear Algebra course features a cornucopia of greek letters. There will be no
numbers and confusion is a pre-requisite. Throughout this course, you will begin to question
yourself as you fail to prove that 0 + 0 = 0. You’ll be baffled by abstract concepts such as vector
spaces, spans and eigenvalues, on top of which you will be subjected to endless theorems,
lemmas and proofs. The best thing to do is to buckle down and do as many questions from the text
as possible since EXAM questions are almost always taken directly from the text.

MAT 194f (A.K.A. “CALCULUS I”)
This course will reveal the true nature of Calculus: a cloud of evil that envelops your mind
and won’t let go. It will stretch the limits of your understanding and sanity. The first thing
to know about Calculus I is that calculators aren’t allowed, so brush up on your mental
math. The course begins by introducing you to delta-epsilon. THiS will help you prove limits
as well as map out a route to the nearest asylum. New concepts of integration, (continued...)
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covered this term. Although some of the material may seem like review, don’t be fooled
into thinking that you can stop working. The quiz questions might come straight from
the assigned homework but the midterms and final exam always manage to be chockfull of things you never suspected to be differentiable or integrable. however, this
may be one of the only courses in which the weight of the enormous textbook is
proportional to its value to your learning experience.

Hold on to it, as you will be using

it for future courses as well. (If you’ll be taking any future courses, that is.)

mAT 195s (A.K.A. “CALCULUS II”)
Jump out of the frying pan of Calculus I and into the fire of Calculus II. As you may recall
from your past education, 2 > 1, and as such, you can expect more questions, more challenges,
more concepts and definitely more differential equations and integration in this second
installment of first year calculus. But it doesn’t just stop there (don’t be ridiculous!). Also
covered are sequences and series, followed by multivariable calculus.
IF YOU WORK HARD and keep up with the material and assignments, you should find yourself
passing this course just as you passed mat 194. We would award you some kind of certificate
but knowing you, you’d probably try to integrate it and end up in cardiac arrest.

PHL 193s (A.K.A. “SCIENCE AND SOCIAL ISSUES”)
If you dreaded English and Philosophy courses in high school, you have little to worry about.
This course is nothing like it. Throughout the duration of this course, you will bear witness
to the ramblings of both the assigned texts and the professor on the topic of science,
engineering, technology and the world. While you desperately attempt to hold on to your
consciousness, keep in mind that the assignments and final exam are based on your ability to
regurgitate the information presented to you by the professor and assigned readings.
It will become evident to you that your attempts to form your own opinions will
be

overlooked

and

are

ultimately

futile

when

it

comes

down

to

evaluations.

you

should get the readings done early as well as the presentation and the 1500 word
essay before the workload from other courses builds up.

PHY 180f (A.K.A. “ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS I (MECHANICS)”)
The material of this course begins as a review of what you learned in high school about
mechanics and dynamics and then moves on to cover new concepts involving spinning and
oscillating things. Lectures can prove to be interesting on accord of the many in-class
demonstrations and derivations. The laboratory work that happens every second week,
typically sleep-inducing and rarely relevant to the actual course material, will subject you to
endless hours of report writing and error propagations only to tell you that your
conclusions don’t make sense. The midterms are relatively easy to get through if you
know the concepts covered in class. To compensate for the easiness of the midterm,
the final exam is usually created in such a way that the class average plummets.
it’s Just one of those things the system does to make sure you stay in your box like
you’re supposed to.		

PHY 182s (A.K.A. “PHYSICS LABORATORY”)
This course is like PHY180, but without the course itself.

This term, the only physics you

need to worry about is how fast you can accelerate past the three-hour labs that happen
every other week. Though you may be happier that the choices available to you in second term
are broader and more plentiful than those in first term, there is no viable escape from the
tedious and gut-wrenching task of having to write up long lab reports and calculate errors
until 3 o’clock in the morning, plus or minus an hour or two.
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The Engineering Society Officers are the elected representatives
for all the undergraduate engineering students at the Univeristy
of Toronto. they are here to ensure that your voice is being
heard, and to aid you in any way possible. one way of identifying
an eng soc officer is by their hardhats: they’re usually found

sporting gleaming white hardhats. so if you ever have a skuletm related concern, feel free to
track one of them down by any means possible, tie them down and spill your heart out. its
their job to listen. har har.

PRESIDENT
TODD REICHERT, ENGSCI AERO 0T4+FILM

First off, welcome to the number one
Engineering school in Canada!

You’ll soon

find out that it’s not only academics that
makes this the best place to spend your
next four (five, six) years. From the earth
shattering Kaboom of the Mighty SkuleTM

Cannon to the antics of the SkuleTM Nite Musical Comedy Revue, the rich traditions and zany
spirit of the U of T Engineers are rivaled by none.
School will offer you your share of labs, problem sets and late night cramming, but school
is only a subdomain of the greater SkuleTM (pronounced “school”, of course). The balanced
diet that is SkuleTM includes tonnes of intramural sports, charity events, social clubs,
design competitions and musical bands, all of which
are described within this super-fantastic handbook.
These groups/clubs/activities are all run as a part
of the Engineering Society, the Society to which all
undergraduate U of T Engineers belong. The various
activities of the Society are governed by the President,
four Vice-Presidents and thirty-three Directors each in
charge of a particular group.
as president, I’m in charge of ruling over the Engineering
Society with an iron first... or failing that, overseeing
its operation in a fair, equitable and enjoyable manner.
My job also includes representing U of T Engineering

-- el presidente

outside of our University and represent SkuleTM within
our University. Of course, representing Engineers means that when a giant fireball outside
of the Sf Building sends a coffin lid soaring 40 ft. into the night sky, I’m the one who needs
to explain to the Dean why gasoline and torches do, in fact, make good events.
Representing the Engineering Society in your class, and representing your class within the
Engineering Society are the Eng Soc class reps. They’ll be your main source of information,
making announcements in class about upcoming social events, athletic competitions,
conferences and other Engineering related activities. Elections will be held during the first
week of class, so make sure you don’t start missing lecture until the second week.
One last thing: before you start in September there are only 3 things you need to do:
1. Read this super-fantastic handbook (It’ll tell you what to prepare for)
2. Set your home page to www.skule.ca (it will keep you informed about what’s going on)
3. Make sure you’re signed up for orientation! (There you’ll learn everything else you need
to know about life, the universe and Skuletm)
Anyway, hope you all have a great orientation! I’m sure you’ll have no problem finding stuff
you enjoy at SkuleTM, and if for some reason you don’t, start something up, and we’ll be
glad to support you. So, feel free to drop by the office anytime, or send me an e-mail at
president@skule.ca. See you in the Fall!
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vp ACADEMIC
DAN MIREANU, ELEC 0T5

Welcome to Skule™.

You’re embarking on a long but

rewarding experience, both challenging and fun. I’m here
for the challenging part: Academics.
sure

that

I

can

My job is to make

provide

you with answers to all of
your

academic

questions,

as well as dealing with faculty-wide issues that affect us as
engineers.

I also oversee professional activities at Skule™,

including both the Engineering Career Office and the UTEK
Conference.
And

now,

the

shocking

contradiction:

Academics

aren’t

everything. Once you graduate, hopefully four years from
now, you’ll look back and think about what you’ve done. A
good memory doesn’t start with “Remember that day Prof.

let’s talk books --

MoneyPenny taught us triple integral calculus?” That’s why
there are so many activities specifically designed for F!rosh by upper years. University, in
general, is like no other place. Engineering is a community and one you can partake in if you
wish. I dare you to go to another College on campus and see the same kind of turnout and
tradition we have for events at Skule™. Events such as Mr. Blue & Gold and the Chariot Race
have been done many years before, possibly by your parents or grandparents. You are part
of tradition, and that’s why Engineering is, as you’ll soon find out, such a strong community.
Don’t forget this when you’re buried nose deep in textbooks.
To conclude, like most officers, I have an open door policy, so if you want to chat
about academics or anything else, drop by the Engineering Society Office or e-mail me at
vpacademic@skule.ca.

vp COMMUNICATIONS
ALICE XU, ELEC 0T6

So. There you are, getting your first
package from the Engineering Society, and
all you can think of is how much fun/hardwork/exciting university is going to be.
Lucky you, you get to go to the Faculty
of Applied Science and Engineering at the

University of Toronto, and be an automatic member of the Engineering Society.
And this is where I come in. My name is Alice, and i’m YOUR
Vice President Communications. i’m in charge of keeping the
Engineering Society in order, informed, and up to date. Don’t
forget to check out our two newspapers, the Cannon and
the Toike Oike when you get here.

I also encourage you to

get involved, in ANYTHiNG. The Engineering Society has almost
everything you can think of to get involved in, and if we don’t
have it, you can always start A CLUB YOURSELF!
And whatever you do, do NOT miss out on the U of T Engineering
Orientation. it’s the best week of the year and we have the
ms. communication...

greatest orientation on campus. if you have any questions
or concerns, you can always ask me. Just e-mail me at

vpcomm@skule.ca, or find me around school. I’ll always be happy to talk to you.
Oh kid, you are going to LOVE it here. Trust me.
P.S. Read Neil Gaiman’s The Sandman, Allen Moore’s The Watchmen, and Frank Millers’ The Dark
Knight Returns. You won’t be disappointed.
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Many people see my position as fairly routine

vp FINANCE

and somewhat boring. What these people don’t
realize is that only the VP Finance has access

DON MCAUSLAN, ENGSCI COMP ++0T4

to

the

ultra-secret

Engineering

Society

Money Pile of
Doom - a walk-

in safe where we keep all of our enormous piles of cash in
gold-plated wheelbarrows, and it’s a lot of fun to put on a
monocle and go in there with some friends for a good, oldfashioned money fight (imagine a snow fight, but replace the
snow with fistfuls of $100 bills).
More seriously, the position of VP Finance is very much like
being the Society’s Freudian Ego. I balance the desire to give
every group all the money they could possibly want with the
need to stay within the budget and give all of our groups

-- ka-ching... $$$

enough money to do the things they feel are really important.
This means I say “no” and “NO!” quite a bit. In addition to dealing with all of the Society’s
financial concerns, I’m also the constitutionally appointed successor to the President if he
is attacked by either mutant leprechauns, Elvis impersonators, or flying zebras.
I would encourage all of you to become actively involved with the Engineering Society
(Skule).

It’s a great break from the academic grind, and it’s a phenomenal opportunity

to meet people from outside your discipline.

When you look back on your four (or more)

years here, what you’ll remember the most is not that you got an 82 in some class or that
one of your professors muttered extremely violent thoughts whenever he wrote on the
blackboard.

You’ll remember the friends you made and all the crazy stuff you did outside

the classroom.
As Bill from Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure would say “be excellent to each other, and
party on dudes.”

vp sTUDENT LIFE
PETER SUDDARD, MEk 0T5

Hello soon to be f!rosh. There is a lot of good
stuff in this handbook to read so I will make this
message short and sweet. My job is to make sure
that skuletm spirit is maintained outside of the
classroom and that you do things after class is
over. Get involved...

it has been proven that people who get involved within the first 6 weeks of Skuletm are the
ones most satisfied with their education. inside this book
are only some of the great clubs you can get involved
in. if nothing listed in this book interests you, go to
www.skule.ca and browse around for more cool clubs that
might be to your liking. if you still cannot find anything,
e-mail me and I can help you find exactly what you are
looking for. and if that fails... you should just start your
own damn club! why? because you can (and i’ll help)! if you
want to hold your own event... i can help with that too!
“get involved.” --

So remember to come out to orientation... it is a great
way to meet new people, both f!rosh and upper years (who

might be peddling their old text books for dirt cheap prices) and have a great time.
Get involved.
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the world-famous, quintuple prize-winning,
SEXtuple

record-setting,

football

dashing,

alcohol

field

bashing,

wurld feymus noyze!

LADY GODIVA MEMORIAL BNAD
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joke

flashing,

rehashing,

Royal

York

TSE

stashing,

fountain

trashing;

crashing,

Oktoberfest

splashing,

Jumbotron

Stealth-Bnad

stalking,

impostor-bnad mocking, Con Hall shocking, Gradball rocking, United Way walking,
scavenger

hunt

jocking,

hockey

game

socking,

chariot

race

clocking,

speaker’s

corner talking; Pop machine filling, ready-and-willing, Crown Royal swilling, “Yo, we
just chilling”; CN Tower ascending, cannon defending, peace-andquiet ending, many patents pending; Coke machine wiring, world
takeover

conspiring,

instrument

acquiring,

fear

inspiring,

introduction is tiring; Seven-year-old scotch decanting,
all

nude

beer

all

the

selectin’,

time!!!

Godiva

Vanier

Cup

rejectin’,

resurrectin’,

tastes

premium

good

with

pectin; Wheel of fortune spinning, stereo winning; Mad
Integrating, Nathan Phillips Skating, Aramark™ Hating,
Triple X rating!

Yonge St. Cruising, Varsity Bluesing,

eardrum bruising, music abusing, Blue Jay enthusing,
referee
Farm
Four

accusing,

carousing,
Seasons,

rum
Iron

and

coke

Ring

persuing;

SkyDome,

Eaton

oozing,

Hart

Pratt

Centre,

CN

House

Building,
Tower,

Innis Condo, Scarborough RT, Bahen Center for I.T.,
skule tm

Nite,

Spadina

Streetcar

AND Sheppard Subway opening...

AND SUBWAY CLOSING

... THE LADY GODIVA MEMORIAL BNAD!
MARCHING GREGORIAN CHANT SOCIETY, RENEGADE MUSICAL
TERRORIST, AND WHITE NOISE BRIGADE!
Soh, du u like musik? Musik wid eh K???? Du u like mehryment an da good tymes? Den u shud
joine da Bnad! Goh two lgmb.skule.ca to ghet on da e-male leest, den da Bnad Leedurs whill
ryte a letterd aboot unevent, den shoe up at da bnad rume (phind oot wear et es).

EVRY WON ESS EH MEHMBER OF DA BNAD!
We

plae

fore

at

da

meny

sperit

Yoonivers(ity),

events
and

da

Skule™. Dis yeer wees be ophisially
recognized

in

our

55th

-- thuh bnad in
awl itz gloree!

year!

Sea u soon!

DIRTY “LUKE” WESLEY,
MECH 0T5 + PEY
BNAD LEEDUR

ADAM GRAVITIS, ENGSCI 0T6
D(R)UMB MAJUR(K)

JEFF CORNTHWAITE, ENGSCI 0T5 + PEY
JOONYUR BNAD LEEDUR
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What you’re about to read may very
well be the most important thing

you’ll read in this entire handbook, so pay close attention!

...on friday afternoons

After the countless problem sets, quizzes and mid-terms that
you have to deal with week-to-week at SkuleTM, you’re going to

need a place to unwind (trust us, YOU Will). This special place, a place which you’ll learn to
love, is Suds. (pause for applause and wild hooting...)
Every Friday afternoon, around 3 o’clock, our beautiful Sandford Fleming Atrium is
transformed into your very own, even more beautiful, pre-Pub Pub. You’re probably asking
yourself why you should bother spending your Friday evening in the Atrium when you’re there
all week anyways, right? Here are a bunch of reasons:

BEVERAGES ON TAP
FUNNY, FRIENDLY STAFF
KARAOKE (...SOMETIMES)

FRESH PIZZA
DOMESTIC BEVERAGES
IMPORTED BEVERAGES

CHANCES TO WIN FREE STUFF
ALL KINDS OF SHOOTERS
AND MUCH MORE...

READ BETWEEN THE LINES... (HINT: BEVERAGES)
Seriously though, Suds is the place for you to take a break, meet new people, and share good
times without having to worry about the previous week’s worth of nightmares and work. Suds
is open every Friday afternoon and every day during F!rosh Week and Godiva Week. Come out
and have fun before you head out to face the rest of the night. We’ve got theme nights and
events happening all the time, so don’t miss out!
Oh,
if

another
you

thing:

don’t

drink,

DON’T WORRY!

We’ve

got a large selection
of

pop

and

non-

alcoholic drinks too
(bubble tea, anyone?).
See,

now

there

are

no excuses for not
coming to Suds.
How

many

more

reasons do you need
to come out and have
a good time?

None?

Good! we HOPE TO SEE
YOU THERE!		

EAMON MCDERMOTT,
ENGSCI 0T5

SUDS MANAGER

DON D’SOUZA,
CHEM 0T5

SUDS MANAGER
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over the years, engineers have
gained

a

reputation

as

great

drinkers. while we neither deny

-- alcohol
or not?

nor acknowledge... oh hell... who
are we kidding? half our cheers

are based on our mind boggling ability to down

beer.

however, just because we’re known for drinking, it doesn’t
mean you have to drink.
in fact, the recent elimination of oac in ontario means
that the majority of f!rosh will be under 19. in case you
didn’t know yet (and don’t say we didn’t tell you...), those
under 19 cannot drink legally. (read the previous sentence
several times before continuing. engineers can be selective
readers.) if you participate in underage drinking, you’ll give a severe headache (and a whole box
of legal stuff that sound really serious on paper) to the proprietor of the drinking venue. we
encourage all those underage to stick to apple juice or whatever it is underage people drink.
most skuletm events are all ages, and do not center around alcohol. any events that do
involve alcohol will operate on a strict wrist-band policy. are non-drinkers really missing
that much? piss-coloured drinks, distorted vision, and nasty hangovers with spastic vomiting.
not so appealing. on the other hand... for those old enough to drink: well, the beer ain’t
gonna drink itself! but seriously, there’s no pressure whatsoever to consume alcohol. if
you don’t feel comfortable drinking, don’t. for every engineer that drinks, there’s one that
doesn’t. (ok, we made that statistic up, but it does sounds pretty official, doesn’t it?)
lastly, a note to drinkers: please drink responsibly. if we find out that you drink and drive,
the whole of the handbook staff (with the aid of the bnad) will track you down and slap some
sense into you. and then we’ll write “do not sell alcohol to this drunk driver” in permanent
marker on your forehead. don’t test us because we’ll do it. seriously.

-- breaking it in...

jacket
weanings

after having finished first year, you will realize that the ratty
old windbreaker you’re so fond of just isn’t cutting it. you’ll be
needing something more substantial. something noble. something
you can throw around, sit on, scrunch up and still look half
decent when you put it on. this is when you realize that the only

thing that will satisfy the fashionista within you is... an engineering jacket, a proud symbol
of skuletm sported by all except f!rosh. why? because...

F!ROSH CANNOT HAVE ENGINEERING JACKETS!
not having even passed first year yet, how can you possibly wear the jacket without knowing
how hard engineering is? and what if you switch disciplines next year? won’t you look stupid
with “engsci” on your arm if you end up in min in second year! i digress. since you can’t
buy your jacket until second year (unless you’re a greedy, cocky and snot-nosed f!rosh
and decide to buy it even after reading this) you won’t have much time to wear it in before
you graduate. since leather seems to operate on it’s own time-dimension and ages very
slowly, we offer services to speed up the process by way of jacket weaning:
generous donations of beverages poured liberally over white lettering tints it to a satisfying
shade of piss-yellow. subsequent dragging of jacket through atrium once in a counterclockwise direction, sweeping through the most crusty corners, gives it distinctive flavour.
a friendly tug of war and jacket slapping tournament ensue, ensuring proper stretching.
liberal sprinklings of the mysterious blend of seven herbs and spices complete the seasoning
process. the jacket must then be stored in the suds freezer until the smell sets. (burial in
snow may be substituted.) note that weaning is a badge of honour, and holds no malicious
intent. no jacket shall be weaned without prior consent from the owner.
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Blue and Gold is a spirit committee (ok, “spirit” sounds
stupid but really it just means we are here to have fun).
It is a great opportunity to meet a lot of F!rosh as well
as upper years that you wouldn’t meet otherwise, but
mostly it is a great opportunity to relax and have fun.

And drink BEvERages if that’s what shakes your fiddle. We run events like movie nights, Mystery
Bus Tours, paintball, tobogganing, and curling. What? You think curling is lame and only your
grandpa curls... !?
Curling is awesome and your grandpa is the coolest.
So you’re probably thinking, “I must need to have some special skills/powers to join a
committee so awesome.” You are wrong. All you need to do
is show up. Come to the Blue&Gold MOViE NiTE during F!rosh
Week (BEvERages and food included) and put your name down
on a list. Besides the best MOViE NiTE ever, Blue&Gold also
hosts the Blue&Gold BEDRACES in F!rosh Week. Basically we
challenge other colleges and faculties to races on King’s
College Road. only we race beds... with people on them.
If you are tiny and light, come on out for the BEDRACES,
because we need someone to ride the engineering bed.
(you‘ll get a helmet. we promise!) Even if you are not tiny
and light, come out to taunt the other colleges and throw
stuff at them.
Also, if you look good pretending to work with power
tools or if you can actually work power tools (!), we’d
love your help with HOMECOMiNG in October. This is an
event where we build a 40 ft. float for the Homecoming
parade (last year’s was a massive awe-inspiring pirate ship)

-- mr. blue and gold

and then win the prize for best float, smacking the other

and godiva’s crown!

colleges’ puny creations down. We’ve won for the past 10
years despite the tendency towards hurricanes occurring during construction. it’s always
crazy fun (with, of course, BEvERages and food).
Later on in the year is GODiVA WEEK, the craziest, zaniest, most BEvERage-filled seven days
since F!rosh Week. This includes Ye Grande Olde Chariot Race (the single most violent and
destructive event ever to take place on Front Campus) as well as the Mr. Blue and Gold, the
hilarious and often scandalous male beauty pageant, and the anti-beauty pageant, Godiva’s
Crown for the ladies. these pageants are judged by highly qualified and often inebriated
judges. all forms of bribery will be shot
down immediately (and then accepted under
the table... shh!).
So if you like having fun, taking a break
from skuletm, meeting new people and using
power tools, (or consuming BEvERage while
other people use power tools), come out
to the Blue&Gold MOVIE NITE during F!rosh
Week and sign up for Blue&Gold.
Even if your only skill is blinking.
-- incorruptible
pageant judges...
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AN EPIC MUSICAL COMEDY ADVENTURE!
JOIN THE ADVENTURE!

Engineers putting on a show... Sounds crazy, no? But it’s true: Every year in March, we take
over U of T’s historic Hart House Theatre to perform SkuleTM Nite, our annual musical comedy
revue. SkuleTM Nite is considered the funniest and most professional show on campus, and
over its 84 year history, it’s come to be known as one of the

MOST ENTERTAINING THEATRICAL EVENTS IN TORONTO!
This year, the show is undergoing an incredible transformation: SkuleTM Nite 2005 will be
more than just hilarious - it’ll also be bigger and more exciting than anything ever seen at U
of T! That’s why we’re calling it A Musical Comedy Adventure of Epic Proportions. Naturally,
you’ll want to come see the show in March 2005. Well, good news: YOU’LL ALREADY HAVE A
TICKET, since it’s included in your F!rosh kit. You’ll hear how to pick up your free ticket later
this year.
Skuletm Nite doesn’t just happen on its own. It takes over 100 people to put on the show each
year. Can F!rosh like you get involved? ABSOLUTELY! You can participate in three ways:
1) If you want to become a star, come audition to
be part of our cast! Don’t have any experience?
Think

you’re

not

talented?

We

don’t

care!

-- just look at
the talent!

Try out anyway. Seriously. Auditions will be
announced in late September, and you can check
JoinTheAdventure.ca for more details.
2) Do you play an instrument? Be a part of the
Skuletm Nite orchestra! Whether you play the
violin, the saxophone, the accordion or the
rhythm sticks, we want you. Listen for details in
late September, or check JoinTheAdventure.ca.
3) Can you use a screwdriver? Are you artistic? It
doesn’t matter! We need folks to do everything
from sewing costumes to building exploding
sets. NO EXPERIENCE iS REQUiRED! So check out JoinTheAdventure.ca
Skuletm Nite is one of the most exciting activities on campus, and a great way to meet new
people. Whether you want to help backstage or take on a creative role, there are endless
opportunities to GET INVOLVED - so check out JoinTheAdventure.ca today!
Got a question? Or just want to tell me how incredibly excited you are to see or be part of
Skuletm Nite? Then drop me a line at hoss@ecf.utoronto.ca. I can’t
wait to meet all of you, and I hope you’ll all decide to JOIN THE
ADVENTURE: SKULEtm NiTE 2005! oh yea... visit jointheadventure.ca now!

JON HOSS
, ENGSCI 0T4
TM
SKULE NITE DIRECTOR

SKULETM NITE 2005: JOINTHEADVENTURE.CA
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Oh, F!rosh, how I envy your untainted, blemish free, freshfrom-high-school-so-still-creative young minds. Do not
allow yourself to become what is the fate of so many
of us here at Skuletm. Before you begin to communicate
exclusively using numbers, Greek letters, and a series of

beeps, exercise one of the key qualities you possess that is going to make you a good engineer:
creativity. Whether your expertise is in layout, graphics, comics, humour, investigative
reporting, business management, managing your own business, or consuming chicken wings
at writer’s meetings, EngCom (a.k.a. Engineering Communications - the room across from the
Bnad room, adjacent to EngSoc) is the place for you to find an outlet for this talent. if you
don’t have this talent already, it’s ok! I suck at math, but you don’t see me dropping out of
engineering!
Skule’s very own publications, consisting of The Toike Oike, The Cannon, Skule™ Book, and
the same F!rosh Handbook you are presently reading, are opportunities for you to take
advantage of. there are numerous positions just waiting for you to apply for. check out
each publication’s website or e-mail the editor for details.
and if you don’t feel like contributing creatively, just pick
one up to read. If you can’t read, well... you’re on your own.

-- trip down memory lane

SKULEBOOK
skule

tm

engineering yearbook

HOLLY WONCH, MSE 0T6

ENGINEERING COMMUNCATIONS CHAIR

Skulebook is the U of T Engineering Yearbook, which
strives to compile all the year’s memories in under 200
action-packed pages! This publication is FREE for all F!rosh
who obtained a F!rosh Kit on the first day of Orientation.
just come by the engsoc office (sf basement) with your

student card at the end of the year and pick up your copy! all upper year students can
purchase the skulebook at the end of the Skuletm year. Our yearbook covers F!rosh Week
and Godiva Week in glorious eye-popping color, it documents the successes of our athletic
teams & sports heroes, and captures the memories of discipline dinner dances, as well as
Cannonball and Gradball formals.
it freezes in time the spirit of ye old Mighty SkuleTM Cannon & the Lady Godiva Memorial
Bnad (in all it’s loud splendour!), and captures every student in
a class photo (so don’t miss yours!). it collects comical candids
of you and your friends (smile!), and records down in history the
names and faces of all those who fought and prevailed against
the evil forces of academic boredom by getting involved in various
extracurricular activities.
You will soon realize that your fondest memories will be those of
friends and events, not of books and exams (and sleepless nights
in ECF labs, lousy cafe lunches, uncomfortable make-shift-bed
couches in your common room, and the strange yet comforting
stench of the SF atrium). Take advantage of your opportunities by
participating in extracurriculars such as the Engineering Society,

-- ms. editor-inchief durlik

EAA sports teams, discipline clubs, or other committees that help
create some of the greatest memories on campus. You can join the Skulebook staff as a
photographer, text & layout editor, or graphic designer simply by showing interest through
skulebook@skule.ca
Work hard, play harder, create your own adventure during the next 4 (or more) years at
Skuletm and let Skulebook capture it all!

AGNES DURLIK, CHE 0T5 + PEY
SKULEBOOK EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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-- official news...
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The

Cannon

is

the

official

student

newspaper

of

the

Engineering Society. it provides informative written news
concerning the Society (the cooperative of which you are
a part for the next four or more years), your education,

and the engineering profession. it is the sole regular news source (of the several that are
available to you) that is entirely engineering-student-produced.
Expect to find information that helps you (as well as your upper-year colleagues), in articles
about applying for a PEY, settling academic troubles, or landing a decent summer job, for
instance. it also reports on Engsoc’s initiatives and investigates the usefulness of services
provided by the Society (“What Good is a 50-inch Plasma Display?”). Readers will find out
how University issues are affecting our faculty (like the recent budget cut). And of course
it details the success (or lack thereof) of Society activities including Skuletm Nite and our
commercial operations Engineering Stores and Suds.
By the time you arrive in SkuleTM in September the first issue of the year will have hit
newsstands already (so pick up a copy!), but contributions from the incoming f!rosh
class (ie. you) are desired for the subsequent monthly issues. Check to see if any
of the following apply to you:

● You wrote for the school newspaper, or knew someone who did…maybe		
● You like the idea of having several free electives in your fourth year
● You like stories
● Your interests include more than “just Java” or “solely structures”
● You enjoyed the series “Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman”
● your engsoc membership fee should be spent on better things than tacky
consumer electronics

● You’ve wondered why she says she likes the nice guy, but ends up with the jerk
● You would like to practice avoiding argumentative pitfalls like Post Hoc Ergo
Propter Hoc

● you want to publish something which people will find interesting, insightful, and/
or informative		

if you fall in or near any of these categories, please sign up for the contributors’
mailing list now by e-mailing cannon@skule.ca!

ZACH MARTIN,

MICHAEL STUDNIBERG,

VIRALI PATEL,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

EDITOR-AT-LARGE

LAYOUT EDITOR

MECH 0T5

ELEC 0T5 + PEY

ENG SCI 0T5 + 1		
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Welcome to the University of Toronto Faculty of Applied

-- literary hilarity:
the

edition

TOike oike
... “toy-k-ee oyk”

Science and Engineering! You’ve done a lot of work to get
this far, and just by looking at you now I can tell that
you’re a bright kid. You’re full of enthusiasm and sass, and
remind me of myself at your age.

You’re going to have a

fantastic time during your first few weeks of school as you learn about all of the clubs and
programs Skuletm has to offer.
But what exactly is the Toike, you ask? Simply put, the Toike Oike (pronounced, “toy-k-ee oyk”,
loosely translated from Irish to mean: “take a hike”) is a campus newspaper. However, we
do not report on campus news with accurate information, dates and eye witness accounts.
In fact, this newspaper isn’t at all about hard
-- visit the

hitting journalism; this newspaper is a horse

toike online!

of a different colour. The Toike is a humour
newspaper, aimed at helping students relax and
forget about the hustle and bustle of their
hum drum life. We distribute over 10,000 copies
throughout the campus on a monthly basis,
so be sure to pick one up and read it cover to
cover. You won’t regret it.
Allow me to put things into perspective.

The

first time you pick up a Toike, your life is going
to change. You will experience new highs, your
friends will be jealous of your discovery, and
you won’t believe that you’ve been in the dark for so long. But we will be here to comfort
you because you are, after all, only human.
Furthermore, we won’t let your epiphany stop there. Getting involved with the Toike couldn’t
be easier, and it’s an excellent way to meet new people, focus your pent-up energy, and get
involved around Skule.

We meet every month to discuss ideas for the upcoming issue, and

are always looking for graphic designers,
sketch

artists,

cartoonists,

layout

jockeys and most importantly writers.
As a Toike staff member, you’ll be the
envy of all your friends and the life of
any cocktail party.
If helping to produce one of the most
widely read student newspapers on campus
sounds appealing to you, drop us a line
at toike@skule.ca or visit us on the web
at http://toike.skule.ca to find out more.
I hope to meet you next year,

DAVID KOBAYASHI, ELEC 0T5
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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batman has the mysteryious batcave, the x-men have that
uber-cool underground base at xavier’s school for gifted
youngsters (who funds that school!?), and superman... well,
who needs a top-secret lair if you’re wearing spandex 24/7? (we
didn’t think so.) now it is time to unveil the newest addition

to the “yellowpages: a directory of secret bases (shh!)”. kindly have your x-ray vision set on
“medium-low” as we roam through the hallowed halls of the highly exclusive secret base of
(... cue ominous music... eek!... ) -- the engineers.*
as engineering students, you belong to an elite crop of integrating, titrating and oscilloscopeloving superhumans, destined to save the world from faulty bridges and (heaven forbid!)
asymmetrical door handles. to develop your superhuman powers, you have at your disposal
the skuletm headquarters. use them well. (try not to stick gum under the desks... fingering a
frigid wad of excel: winterfresh doesn’t do much for the academic mindset.)

BAHEN CENTRE FOR INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY (A.K.A. “BA”)

if

architecture

and beauty had

-- if only we could

a love-child, it

all live here...

would be named “bahen” (drool...). this magnificent
structure of glass, dark wood, and carpeted
floors is $111 million worth of sweeeeeeeeeeet!
word has it that the bahen centre has 6.5 km of
fibre-optic cable. that’s like... almost 7 km!
cherish the classes you have in this building. the
lectures halls are like miniature amphitheatres;
every seat is a good seat. what’s more, there are
awesome chairs with bendy metal frameS that
let you lean back. its like an office chair, only...
plastic! (we know... we were flabbergasted also!!!)
there are a gazillion tutorial rooms, a WINDOWS
computer lab, and neat little alcoves in the hallways with chalkboards so you can study
between classes. with its shiny elevators, a snack bar and a breathtaking skylight, the bahen
centre makes other buildings look positively dilapidated. oh, and most importantly: bahen
washrooms are the cadillac of u of t washrooms... the height of luxury. you heard it here.

GALBRAITH BUILDING (A.K.A “GB”)

it’s that building with the rock of ajax in front of it.
yes, that’s the one. welcome to galbraith. most of your

administrative concerns will be dealt with here. gb is home to the first year office, the
registrar’s office as well as the undergraduate
-- look! the

admissions office. osap distribution is also done

rock of ajax!

here, so get used to standing in line!
we pray that you will not have classes in gb119.
why? because it’s the absolute worst room. ever.
it’s has no air-flow, the seats are hideously
close together, and you’ll soon be purchasing
robaxacet on a regular basis. (yes, the stuff those
dancing wooden people use to get those pins out
of their backs on that commercial.) but aside
from the classroom from hell, gb is pretty much
harmless. a couple of large laboratories on the
third floor that you’ll get to know well during
second

semester,

washrooms

(continued...)

*note: see page 82 for a map of the engineering campus.
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(galbraith continued...) alternating by gender on each floor (we didn’t believe it either, but
trust us on this one), an enclosed quad and an amazingly plush conference room (gb202) are
basically the highlights of the galbraith building.

HAULTAIN BUILDING (A.K.A “HA”)

haultain is so tucked away, it’s almost non-existent. almost.
being the hardest building to find, it’s logical that haultain

is also one of the cleanest; the majority of people
don’t know it exists (or can’t seem to locate it), so
it’s not frequented enough to get dirty. dirt doesn’t
even have a chance to accumulate on the floors. so, in
conclusion: the floors are really shiny. the end.
bbbbut... if you have an insatiable urge to go there
(or if you just happen to have a class in haultain and,
understandably, you’d like to attend), here’s how to
get there: stand in front of the mech eng building.
now, walk slowly towards college street until you see
a little dingy alleyway between mech eng and mining...
walk in there (we’re serious). keep walking until you
see a building to your left that looks like a run-down
-- can you find

factory. bingo! you’ve found it! but don’t worry, while

this building?

the outside may be architecturally lacking, the inside
is clean as a whistle, spacious and has a lot of natural

light. and who can beat that elevator from the matrix that looks like it’s about to break down
but always prevails? talk about reliability!

MECH. ENG. BUILDING (A.K.A “MC”)

-- squallid but
strangely homey

some

things

to know about

the classrooms in mc: mc102 is as big as the
leg-room is small. we wish you luck if you have
a professor who writes small and you’re stuck
sitting on the far sides/back. (we know a good
optometrist.) mc252 and mc254... the difference?
mc254 has coat racks and a primordial television
mounted in a corner, whereas 252 boasts a
spectacularly

dysfunctional

blackboard

refuses to be pulled down (you’ll see

which

what we

mean). both rooms are quite narrow, so you can
see from pretty much anywhere, except maybe
the last few rows in the back (but who sits there
anyways?). even though the padded seats are
comfy (... snicker), if you value leg mobility, eleven seats in the front are up for grabs.
literally. you actually have to grab the person from the previous class and haul them off the
seat. if you don’t, someone else will.

MINING BUILDING (A.K.A “MB”)

you can’t miss it...
it’s the big, dark,

almost gothic building with more ivy climbing
over it than reporters at the michael jackson
trial. a word of caution: those massive flights
of stairs are immensely dangerous in the winter.
never has “black ice” been more cunning and
malicious. on the flip side, the mining building
provides a beautiful shortcut into mech eng. this
shortcut is even more beautiful when your ears
and fingers are falling off because of the cold.
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we would tell you how to use this shortcut, except it’s so confusing in writing that it would
be just wrong. horribly wrong. so find out for yourself, or get an upper year to show you.
be careful of wandering around mining by yourself... you will get lost. taking random twists
and turns could lead you to basements, exits, and construction sites that you really, really
don’t want to visit. (editor’s note: this comes from personal experience. i was late for calc
so me and my smart self decided to navigate mb alone. really bad idea.)
being one of oldest buildings (if not the oldest) on the engineering campus, mining has a
distinctive stuffy and old-school academic atmosphere. some people like that sort of thing.
some don’t. meh. but you gotta love those stairwells that are painted a neon coral colour.
talk about splash of colour! martha stewart would be proud. if she wasn’t in a cell.

SANDFORD FLEMING
BUILDING (A.K.A. “SF”)

the

sandford

fleming

building acts as the hub

-- engineering

of skule

headquarters

tm

headquarters.

mc, ba and mb are just a few steps away, you have
direct access to the galbraith building and you
can even traverse the secret passage (well, not
so much secret passage as bridge) into wallberg.
it’s all sanford, baby.
the sf basement features the atrium, a not-sopicturesque-yet-very-popular-hangout.

it’s

a

multifunctional cafeteria-esque space, complete
with immovable chairs. excellent. the sf basement
is also home to the engsoc office as well as
the batfone: a free phone with a peeling red
paint exterior. very, very retro. you’ll find the
ecf computer labs on the first floor. nervous
breakdowns originate here. your love-hate relationship with linux will also bloom here. you’ll
likely have classes in the blue spaceship room (trust us... you’ll know it when you see it) so
get ready to hate the smallest desks in the history of classroom furniture. floor two is
home to the sf library: a great place to study if you’re a talking-studier (read: loud studier).
lastly, you’ll be spending mucho tiempo on the third floor in sf3201/3202, the two large and
comfortingly dull tutorial rooms. great study areas with ample blackboard space.

WALLBERG BUILDING (A.K.A “WB”)

wallberg’s distinctive feature is its length. its really long.
and that’s about it. there’s not much else to wallberg

except for its elongated nature. ok, well there are a couple of classrooms here and there,
but nothing wildly exciting. chances are good you’ll have at least one lecture in wb116, a
huge lecture hall with seats of varying colours
-- a really Long

so you can see which ones have been repaired

building. really.

and replaced. oddly enough, the engineers who
designed this building didn’t think to incline the
room very much so the view of the board from
the back is, at best, mediocre. so... if you’re not
exactly tall (or can’t see very well), we suggest
you arrive early to sit near the front or in one
of the aisle seats on the sides.
oh, and we mentioned something about a bridge
between the wallberg building

and

sandford

fleming building earlier. it’s somewhere on the
third floor of wb... but... on the second floor
of sanford fleming. (we know... its a truly mind
boggling concept!) find it. its fun.
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-- the highly exclusive...

discipline clubs
(... membership is automatic)

now,

you’ve

probably

realized

edition
that

you’re

much too special to be in just any club. a gifted
superhuman

such

as

yourself

deserves

better!

stand up and demand that your needs be fulfilled!
ok, that’s enough. sit down. being the caring and

thoughtful people we are, we’ve taken the time to track down the club chairs and compile a
directory of all the discipline clubs. these clubs were created just for you. it’s all about
you. (well... you and the

several hundred other students in your disicpline.) “but... but...

how does one join and partake in these exclusive clubs?” you sputter. “you need’t worry,” we
reply soothingly, “you have automatic membership into the club of your discipline. no... no...
you cannot join another discipline club! don’t be daft!”

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CLUB

the
as

chemical
the

annual

engineering
Chem

club

dinner

Organizes

dance,

sports

events

such

tournaments,

bake sales, book swaps, smokers, foosball tournaments, a ski trip, BBQs and much
more. This year look out for a new mentorship program which will allow you to pair up
with an Alumni who holds a job similar to what you could possibly see as a career goal.
if you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact us. you can stop by at
wallberg 238 or e-mail us at chemclub@skule.ca. you can also check us out on the web at
http://www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~checlub/

CIVIL ENGINEERING CLUB

so you’re in civil engineering, eh? well, then you must come take part
in our club! with an awesome staff serving their time and strength

to bring you a smashing year, the civ club brings you many events. we organise smokers (so
that students hovering on the fine line between boredom and insanity have a place to drink,
eat, drink, socialize and drink), the civ dinner (i.e. a smoker with really nice and classy attire
in a luxurious dining hall), movie nights (thank you orville redenbacher...) and the great
northern concrete toboggan race (we kid you not! we build a toboggan... out of concrete
baby!). visit our website at http://civclub.skule.ca for more details.

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING CLUBS

Welcome, F!rosh, to the best discipline club at
SkuleTM! The Electrical and Computer Engineering

Clubs, just like the disciplines themselves, are two separate, but very tightly knit clubs.
What does a discipline club do, you ask? A fair bit, actually! We look after our common room
- currently in the Engineering Annex. Our common room contains the most comfy leather
couches around, cable TV, an X-Box, two foosball tables, a free phone, a microwave, some
tables for lunch, and the cheapest pop on campus! We have old exams and survival tips on our
website, http://ececlub.skule.ca. We also run events to allow you and your friends to get
your mind off studying for a bit. There’s a Dinner Dance in November, a trip to Ottawa for 3rd
years and to Montreal for 4th years in January, smokers (no actual smoking involved, just
casual get-togethers with cheap food and drinks), Movie Nites (we had a blast with Pirates
of the Caribbean last year!), barbeques, foosball tournaments, anything you can think of… if
you want to see an event, e-mail us and we’ll make it happen!
How can you get involved with the ECE club? in September, we’ll come to your class and hold
elections for class rep positions. Don’t hesitate to run for these, even if you’ve never done
something like it before! As class rep you will get to know upper year students and the ECE
department staff, help with events, and give direct input to the staff about how your courses
are going. Even if you don’t want to be a class rep, send us an e-mail at compclub@skule.ca or
elecclub@skule.ca, or just drop by our club office in SF B640. We’d love to get you involved!

ENGINEERING SCIENCE CLUB

The Engineering Science Club is here for you, the students of
EngSci. The club was established to enhance your experiences at

skuletm. From organizing various social and athletic events such as the annual Dinner Dance
and skip trip, to holding tutoring sessions and helping local charities, the EngSci Club offers
a multitude of events for you to participate in. As an EngSci student, you are automatically
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a member of the EngSci Club. We will work closely with you through class reps to listen to
any of your concerns/ideas and to also inform you of various upcoming events. The EngSci
Club represents you to the Division, Faculty, and the Engineering Society. we look forward to
meeting all of you in the fall. Feel free to contact us at engsciclub@skule.ca or check out
our website http://engsci.skule.ca/ if you have any questions or concerns.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING CLUB

The purpose of The iNDYCLUB is to enhance the University
experience of all industrial Engineers and to voice their

concerns to the rest of the University. To help the students fully enjoy their time at U
of T we organize many social events: the MIE Dinner Dance, BBQ’s, Pizza Parties, Smokers,
Coffee Houses, iron Ring Festivities, and Club nights. Through the Departmental and
Engineering Society meetings we are able to address issues that concern our members. The
executives meet with the Departmental Chairs on a bi-weekly basis to suggest improvements
to both current academic and social matters and on a monthly basis with the Eng.
Society executive to help direct the Engineering student body. in addition, The iNDYCLUB
promotes the discipline of industrial Engineering to the University and to the general
public through various activities ranging from SKULEtm events, fundraising and assisting
charities. for more information, visit our website at www.mie.utoronto.ca/ieclub/.

mECHANICAL ENGINEERING CLUB

The Mechanical Engineering Club represents its students in
every way possible, and provides a welcoming atmosphere for

all its members. We hold a variety of events throughout the year. some of the events you can
look forward to are friendly smokers where you can meet other mech students, the lavish
mech dinner dance where you can get all dressed and powdered up and look all pretty, meatfilled (and vegetarian...) barbeques, a fourth year trip to montreal (experience of a lifetime!),
and a coffee house. by keeping in close contact with students via class reps and by listening
to issues brought forth by members of the mech club, we meet with the engineering society
executives and work towards improving skuletm for all students alike. so, if having fun and
helping to make u of t engineering a better place sounds like something you’d like to do, send
us an e-mail at mechclub@skule.ca, or visit our website at www.mie.utoronto.ca/meclub.

mINERAL ENGINEERING CLUB

what other discipline can boast a hefty $5 million donation from
the world famous pierre lassonde, ceo of franco and euro-

nevada mining corporations ltd.? none.. therefore, this is a direct indication of how the min
club is (obviously) the best discipline club there is. so for those of you accepted into mineral
engineering, get ready to delve into the world of rocks and labatt (drinking isn’t required...
but we sure got nothing against it!). our job is to make you feel at home here, because
face it... you’re in for the long haul. your job is to make sure you show up at our monthly
smokers, the dinner dance and hang out in our new and ultra snazzy common room in the
mineral building. so, if you have any questions or concerns (or if you just feel the need to
experience the thrill of e-mailing someone... ) send us an e-mail at geoclub@skule.ca

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CLUB

Welcome to the Dept. of Materials Science &
Engineering!

The next 4 years will be the time of

your life, provided that you make the most of it. The MSE Club is here to help you do that.
Begin by making trips to WB143, the MSE Undergrad Common Room, and one of the most
happening common rooms on campus. Come to our smokers, where you’ll have the chance to
mingle with upper years, have fun, and get to know your own classmates outside of a class/
lab setting. it’s character building! Get/stay in shape by coming out to our sporting events
which include the competition for the Wallberg Cup, paintballing, and the 2nd Annual TAU
Classic Ping Pong Tournament. we’ll be having OTHER events SUCH AS our fall industry mixer
AND our fabulous Dinner Dance. we alWAYS put forth a scary turnout to skuletm-wide events
such as the Chariot Race (regardless of what’s said and bribed, we’ve got the best chariot!).
Keep your eyes and ears peeled for events, starting with the September Book Swap where you
can meet upper years, and score cheap textbooks. Pop by WB 143, or e-mail mseclub@skule.ca
and check out www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~mseclub for more details.
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This year marks the 11th annual Canadian National Concrete Canoe
Competition. The competition provides students with a hands-on,
learning experience in a constructive and lab intensive contest.
In order to enter the competition, concrete canoe teams have to
build and design a new canoe every year. The teams are judged based

upon a technical report, an oral presentation, the quality of the finished product, and the
performance of the canoe in races.
The full task of building and designing a concrete
-- the building

canoe is a large undertaking. The canoe itself is

of the boat...

entirely researched, designed, and constructed by
students over the course of a year. The challenge
is to construct a canoe out of concrete, a material
weak in tension, which is able to withstand the
forces put upon it during paddling and handling.
What makes our concrete truly unique though,
is that it is less dense than water. Taking into
consideration these properties of concrete, we
strive to further optimize the quality of our canoe
year after year.
The U of T Concrete Canoe team is known for our
enthusiasm, our creativity and our multidisciplinary
approach. Last year we had students from all
disciplines on our team. With this variety of skills
involved, our team members act as specialists in
their respective fields while simultaneously sharing
their knowledge, creating an exciting and dynamic
environment. Our strength in diversity allows us to
produce a canoe of high calibre,
as

well

reports

-- it’s all
concrete, baby!
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creative

and

technical

presentations.

DANIEL CAREW
PROJECT MANAGER
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formed in 1997, the formula SAE team is a well-established
group of students who love racing. since it’s formation,
the fsae team has taken part in north american and
european competitions using cars they have built. the
2003 season was u of t’s 6th official year at pontiac

silverdome, michigan, where 140 teams are judged in static events such as design, marketing
and cost, and in dynamic events where the car is raced in acceleration, skid pads, autocross
and endurance contests. every year, the team participates in numerous recruitng and publicity
events to get exposure for our projects and to welcome new students who are eager to
get involved.
if you don’t like getting your hands dirty, we are looking for people to work on the business
side of things. this includes getting sponsors and keeping them updated with newsletters
of the teams’ progress. the team makes numerous presentations to faculty, sponsors and
the public. if you are interested in building the car, then this is your chance to design cad
(computer aided design) models of your ideas. come out and join us for an irreplaceable
experience in engineer and racing. visit our website at: www.fsae.utoronto.ca

-- model:

-- classroom to

faust II

racetrack in 2.9 s

-- sexy, sexy cars...

blue sky
solar racing

(Taken

from

the

Blue

Sky

website:

www.blueskysolar.

utoronto.ca) UNiVERSiTY OF TORONTO BLUE SKY SOLAR RACiNG is
a student directed program that applies higher education in
advancing renewable energy technology and environmental
decision-making.

Through the design and construction of a solar powered vehicle, Blue Sky Solar Racing
facilitates innovative applications of technology. The sight of a solar car and the excitement
of solar racing generate the “cool” factor, which often acts as a catalyst that leads to
further innovations down the road. The car’s unique shape, distinctive sound and intriguing
concept captivate the minds of countless onlookers every year; while the spirit of crosscontinental racing awakens the heart and imagination of the public at large.
Racing across continents at highway speeds using energy harnessed only from the sun
requires enlightened design for power management. Each component of the car is thought
out and evaluated in three key areas: maximization of total energy efficiency, elegance,
and overall safety. While the design and construction are carried out under the rubric of
performance and reliability, racing itself is a competition in sustainability.
Blue Sky offers a unique learning experience not only through the design, construction,
logistical operations, public relations and administration of a world-class solar race team,
but also through the use of an intensely multi-disciplinary approach. Engineering, science,
humanities, social science, and business students learn from each other how the varying
decision making processes affect views on the environment and the role of technology.
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remember when you were just a kid (albeit, a superkid!) and

-- a directory of

you used to think up really creative clubs like “secret club

clubs, sERVices

that meets behide the playhouse at the back of the school

& organizations

during recess”? well skuletm can match that. we can almost
guarantee you there is an organization which caters to each

one of your engineering and superhero needs. and if not, starting your own club coudln’t be
easier! we offer you a partial list of organizations for your perusal...

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the Engineering Alumni Association, I take great pleasure
in welcoming you to the wonderful world of Skuletm. After you

complete your undergraduate program, you too will be an Alumna/us of our Faculty. it’s not
too early to think about what this means. We are proud of our Alumnae/i and what they have
achieved; there are 27,000 of them around the world. Visit the Hall of Distinction outside the
library to see some of the displays of its Inductees. Our Alumni have been very generous in
giving back to Skuletm. The Alumni Annual Fund goes towards: Orientation Activities; Cannonball
and Grad Ball; Skuletm Nite; Engineering Society Publications; LGMB and the Skuletm Stage Band;
Engineering Athletic Association; Ontario Engineering Competition; Club Projects such as the
Concrete Canoe & Toboggan, Solar Car, Formulas SAE Car, Mining Games, Robotics, Engineers
without Borders to name just a few. The Engineering Alumni Association office is in gb 147. if
you have any questions or problems, please drop by... the door is always open!

CESA

the Chinese Engineering Students’ Association is celebrating its 30th birthday this
year! cesa was founded by Chinese engineering students and To date, its members

(about 600) include not only Chinese engineering students but also students from other
faculties and of other ethnic backgrounds. CESA’s primary goal is to promote friendship
and communication among students, teaching staff and alumni. Moreover, it is hoped that
these events will help first year students quickly feel at home in the big U of T family.
in addition, CESA looks after the interests of its members through organizing the sales
of used textbooks and past papers as well as getting support from over 350 businesses
to offer shopping discounts to our members. for more information, check our website
www.cesaonline.com and discover it for yourself.

CfES

the canadian federation of engineerng students (cfes) is an umbrella organization
for engineering societies across the country. its primary goal is to faciliate the

exchange of ideas and host activities at a national level. for more information, checking out
the cfes website at http://www.cfes.ca

ENGINEERING ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION

Everyone knows athletes are sexy! So join an engineering
sports team! This is your chance to get some exercise,

work off the stress of classes, and give artsies one more reason why we’re better than them.
Engineering consistently wins awards for both achievement and participation, so whether
you’re a varsity calibre athlete, an out of shape slob, or anyone in between, we have a Skuletm
team that’s right for you. We have women’s, men’s, and co-ed teams, you can play just about
any sport, and we have a wide range of clubs (juggling, rock-climbing, footbag…) Aside from
being an excellent way to keep off the ‘freshmen fifteen’, playing on a sports team is a great
way to meet new people. Teams have parties during the fall and everyone gets together to
celebrate the year at our S(ports)-Dance in April. Playing on a team will be something you’ll
never forget (unlike most of the stuff you’ll learn in class), so signup during f!rosh week
and never hesitate to stop by the office (SF basement) or e-mail us (eaa@ecf.utoronto.ca).

ENGINEERING PRAYER GROUP

The Engineering Prayer Group is a group of Christian students
who meet several times each week at lunch time to spiritually

encourage and enrich each other’s lives through prayer and fellowship. Meetings are open
to all, and are a great place to meet upper-year Engineering students with similar interests.
For meeting times and more information, refer to our website, http://epg.sa.utoronto.ca, or
e-mail engineeringprayergroup@yahoo.com.
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vision, communication, and action: this is the motto of the engineering student

ESSCO

societies council of ontario. the purpose of essco is to act as a communication

link between all fifteen engineering societies in ontario, the peo (professional engineers
of ontario), ospe (ontario society of professional engineers, and code (council of ontario
deans of engineering). for more information, check out our website at www.essco.ca

FIRST YEAR INITIATIVE

Student Services created the FYI (First Year Initiative) Program so
you can discover the many services that are available and to help

you make the transition into university life just a little easier. There’s a long list of
seminars and workshops on learning skills, career development, personal and psychological
issues,

housing

questions,

student

family

concerns,

international

and

Aboriginal

issues and health and wellness. Get involved today! To find how, visit our web site at
www.studentservices.utoronto.ca/fyi.

KESA

THE KOREAN ENGineering students association is a socio-cultural organization
whose purpose is to bring together all canadians of korean origin and others who

wish to share the rewarding experience of inheriting the rich korean culture. kesa has been
around for nearly 15 years, and during the past few years it has organized numerous major
events to bring its members closer to each other than ever before. to find out more, e-mail
kesa_online@hotmail.com
The ENGiNEERiNG chapter of Lgbtout represents engineering students and others

LGBTOUT

who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transexual, transgendered, intersex, queer

or questioning. the aim of this group is to promote a climate of acceptance and tolerance
within the faculty of engineering. Social activities are put on monthly. Send an e-mail to
lgbtout@skule.ca to stay informed. All information is kept strictly confidential.

NSBE

The National society of black engineers experience empowers every member to
reach his or her full potential. We are encouraging our membership to continue the

legacy while maintaining leadership roles in NSBE, Black communities, and other professional
organizations. We instill pride and add value to our members, which cause them to want to
give back to NSBE in order to produce a continuum of success.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE

The social committee organises events for the engineering society
and is chaired by the social director. It may consist of any number of

students, and is a great way to get involved with the society’s events. Events that are
organized from year to year include special SUDS events, bus trips, and club nights. for more
information, e-mail social@skule.ca

STAGE BAND

The Engineering Skuletm Stage Band has been performing for over 20 years for
groups all over U of T and Toronto. We play a large variety of music, from

Duke Ellington to Stevie Wonder to Glen Miller, and as such are a very versatile group for
dances, concerts and special occasions. We hold auditions early in September. All we ask is
that you arrange to bring your own instrument. For the exact date, time and place of these
auditions, or more information about us, visit our website at http://stageband.skule.ca or
send an e-mail to stageband@skule.ca.

WISE

Women in Science and Engineering - University of Toronto (WISE U of T) is a co-ed
student organization open to all persons in the University of Toronto community,

including all students, staff and alumnae. Established in 1999, WISE arose as a forum for
peers to share their experiences. WISE is a network for students, providing social support,
industry connections, volunteering opportunities, informational seminars and MORE! We give
our members the chance to get involved and learn more about the U of T community and
beyond. e-mail wise@ecf.utoronto.ca FOR MORE information.
NOTE: this is by no means a complete list. for more information and an extensive listing of
clubs and organizations, visit www.skule.ca and browse to your heart’s content.
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CALLING ALL F!ROSH

-- skuletm’s wal-mart:

engineering
stores

Are

you

trying

lectures?

to

get

ready

for

your

first

day

of

Are you missing that notebook, set square

or first year textbook you just have to have for your class?

Come to Engineering

Stores and you’ll find everything you need to have a successful SkuleTM year!

Serving

students since 1891, we continue to follow the tradition of operating a store that is

“BY THE STUDENTS, FOR THE STUDENTS.”
		 AT ENGiNEERiNG STORES, YOU’LL FiND:

●
●

PEN, PENCILS AND OTHER STATIONARY ITEMS
NOTEBOOKS AND BINDER PAPER

●
●

DRAFTING SUPPLIES
... AND MORE!!!

We also offer many items that cannot be found anywhere else on campus (not even at the u
of t the Bookstore!) such as:

ENGINEERING REPORT COVERS
TM
● SKULE CLOTHING AND MEMORABILIA

sET SQUARES
● FACULTY PAPER

●

●

AND... THE CHEAPEST FIRST YEAR ENGINEERING TEXTBOOKS ON CAMPUS!
This year promises to be a great year for
Engineering Stores. We have been busy renovating
and reorganizing the store so that we can provide
you with the fastest and most professional
service possible. This year, you’ll also be able to
take advantage of new products such as coiled
notebooks, regulation calculators, binders and
clipboards. so COME OUT AND SUPPORT ENGiNEERiNG
STORES! YOUR one and ONLY STOP FOR ALL YOUR
SKULETM NEEDS!
Visit

us

in

the

basement

Fleming Building, in B740.

of

the

Sandford

We are located next

to the Engineering Society Office by the Atrium.

-- your one

QUESTIONS

stop shop!

OR

SUGGESTIONS?

e-mail

us

at

stores@skule.ca

PATRICIA AU, INDY 0T5

STORES OPERATIONS MANAGER
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if you’re celebrating your upcoming move out of the house and

-- living in

RESidence
and how to survive

FOOD AND COOKING

F!rosh HAndbook-- the

into res, put the confetti and streamers on hold for a bit.
moving out and living in residence is a big step and you need to
be adequately prepared. in this section, we’ll give you the dirt on
how to prepare, survive and enjoy your first year in res.

before you move to res, you’ll want to learn the basics of cooking.
practice making breakfast, lunch and dinner before you move to ensure

that what you cook is edible and not poisonous in any way. it’s better to get sick from eating
something bad during the summer than during your first round of quizzes. bring a variety
snacks so you have something to munch on if you get hungry while studying (ketchup chips,
barbeque chips and sour cream and onion chips do not constitute “variety”). feel free to
bring some junk food but also pack (or plan to buy) some healthy alternatives; fruits are
always available at the supermarket and are cheaper than junk food.

LAUNDRY

you may think that no one will notice if you wear the same t-shirt two weeks in a
row. you’re probably right in that no one will recognize it, but they’ll recognize

the smell. laundry really isn’t that hard to do, so please learn for the sake of your
classmates’ noses. separate the whites from the colours and all that jazz. those symbols on
the tags supposedly mean something; check your f!rosh kit to learn how to decipher them. if
you’re too busy to try or too lazy to care and home happens to be accesible during weekends,
you can always toss your wardrobe into a garbage bag and let mommy do it for you.

CLEANING

cleaning includes, but is certainly not limited to: furniture, dishes and cutlery,
food remnants, bathroom, floor, appliances, sleeping area and yourself. brush

your teeth and shower every day; twice a day if you need to. get in the habit of cleaning after
yourself. it always seems to amaze f!rosh that when something is spilled, the offending stain
doesn’t just disappear the next day like it used to at home. pick your crap up off the floor.
not only will it all get dirty, you won’t be able to find anything when you need it. no one
is going to be your maid (least of all your roommate)! after you’re done eating, wash the
dishes. leaving them in the sink for long periods of time is not only unsanitary, it’s just
plain disgusting. if you’re lucky enough to share a bathroom with several roommates rather
than a whole floor, be grateful and help keep it sparkling clean.

SOCIALIZE

if you’re going to shut yourself up in your room and be a hermit, you might as
well have stayed at home and locked yourself up there. you would have saved

yourself a couple thousand dollars and still had someone cooking for you. living in residence
is about meeting new people and helping each other adjust to the university atmosphere. if
you have a roommate, it’s usually best if you get along seeing as you’ll be living together.
this isn’t big brother: drama and skillfully bleeped out swear words aren’t a good thing.
get to know them and be nice but not too imposing. they may not be a touchy-feely-peopleperson and you might find out the hard way. try and make friends with other people on your
floor. even if you have no classes with them and probably won’t see them often except in
the hallways, at least you’ll have friendly neighbours to turn to if you need to borrow
something. find out who your residence don is (an upper-year or grad student in charge of
dealing with residence issues) and feel free to ask them any questions you have about res.

RESPECT

living with several hundred other students in the same building is probably going
to be a first for you. these people aren’t your family so you can’t act like you

did at home. learn to respect people’s belongings, privacy and space. if it’s not yours, don’t
touch it, take it or borrow it without asking. if you’re bringing people over, make sure your
roommate is ok with it. don’t bother your roommate if it’s obvious he/she is trying to study.
the phone doesn’t only belong to you, so tying up the line for hours at a time isn’t exactly
making you any friends. listen to your music quietly or with headphones on no matter how
much you think everyone loves that song. don’t parade around in your underwear (unless, of
course, if your roommate is ok with it) like you own the building. be polite.
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LIBRARIES AND STUDY SPACES

the erratic scheduling of your classes will leave you with breaks

-- quiet places:

at random times throughout the week. some of these breaks will

Libraries

land at the beginning and end of your day. if so, consider yourself
lucky. inevitably, you’ll have gaps in your schedule which are too

and study spaces

small for you to go anywhere far, but too big for you to spend

just lounging around doing nothing. to make the most of your free time, find a nice study
space where you can get some work done, maybe start on your homework or review lecture
material. where you choose to study is up to you... as long as you don’t spend your whole
break deciding where to study and end up accomplishing nothing at all.

ROBARTS

you can’t miss it. it’s that huge
concrete monstrosity jutting out

of the ground and dominating the whole block.
you’ll be visiting robarts before school starts
to get your u of t student card, which would
be a good time to check it out. though robarts
is further away from the engineering buildings
than your other study space options, you can
be sure that you’ll always find a place to study.
you could probably fit the whole of the toronto
population into robarts and everyone would be
happily sitting in their own study area. if you’re
in need of a computer with internet access, come
on down to the main floor of robarts where you
can use one of the army of computers they have

-- concrete
peacock

there. some are for drop-in use for 15 minute
intervals, and some can be booked for a period of time (bring your student card).

ENGINEERING LIBRARY

located on the second floor of the sandford fleming building, the
engineering library is a popular study space. it’s conveniently close

to all engineering buildings, and offers wireless internet access. the first floor of the
library is pretty much books and archives with random desks interspersed throughout. the
second floor features many single-person desks as well as big rectangular and circular
tables, which are great for group studying. the desks and tables fill up very quickly so make
sure you get there right after classes end each hour to ensure a seat. the volume tolerance
in this library is a bit higher than in others and you can usually get away with talking at a
normal volume without having any evil glares thrown your way. if you’re looking to access
computers, this isn’t the best place to go. the ones they have are older than you and slower
than your grandfather.

GERSTEIN LIBRARY

possibly the one building that equals (or even surpasses!) bahen in
terms of beauty. gerstein is made up of several floors of large wooden

desks complete with individual lamps and internet access through ethernet jacks. it also
features several private study rooms (that are almost always occupied by a single person
who obviously doesn’t need a room to himself/herself!) and randomly placed padded chairs
that are awfully comfortable and undoubtedly made for sleeping on. the only downside to
gerstein is that it’s always packed. people seem to wake up at the crack of dawn to get a seat
here. this is the perfect place for quiet studying on your own. there will be no group study
sessions here; silence presides. if you talk, five people around you will race to see who can
tell you to shut up first, and someone always wins.

BAHEN CENTRE

there are simply too many tutorial rooms in this building for them to all be
in use at any one point in time. a little hunting around will get you a nice,

unoccupied tutorial room complete with large desks, blackboard space and possibly even
natural sunlight which is always a plus. these rooms are ideal for group study sessions as
you have the whole room to yourselves and can talk freely without fear of being berated.
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nothing prepares a superhuman for exams better than a balanced
diet and healthy eating, drinking and sleeping habits. it’s
unfortunate how many f!rosh forget that human beings (yes,
even superheroes) need food and sleep to function properly.
and by properly, we mean the ability to walk on the sidewalk,

stay awake during lectures, and recognize which room is your room. university isn’t only
about studying and passing... it’s about studying and passing and staying relatively healthy
enough to be able to see your marks when they come out. if being healthy and having the
ability to walk without yawning and stumbling every 4 or 5 steps sounds remotely appealing
to you, read on:

EATING

there’s probably a really good historical or biological reason why we have
“breakfast,” “lunch,” and “dinner” as our designated meals. unfortunately, i don’t

know why and frankly, don’t give a hoot. all i know is that we have specific time windows in
which eating is customary, and i’ll be damned if i’m going to be cheated out of my meal! sadly,
most f!rosh do not think like this. most f!rosh believe in some odd rollover-minutes concept
where they figure “if i miss 5 or 6 meals during the week, surely i can save them up and gorge
myself over the weekend!” this not only confuses and punishes your stomach, you’ll also be
having diarrhea over as a dinner guest. make sure you eat 3 meals a day at appropriate times.
during your algebra class is not the appropriate time. and when we say “meal,” this does not
include food in any type of vacuum-sealed bag or with the word “instant” on the packaging.
eating some fruits and vegetables won’t kill you either, unless of course you’re allergic, in
which case we suggest you refrain.

DRINKING

let us preface this by saying this paragraph has nothing to do with alcohol.
healthy drinking habits center around one liquid: water. no matter how hard you

try, there really is no substitute for drinking water outside of eating 10 watermelons a day
(which, of course, will be hell on your digestive system). why some f!rosh find it so hard
to drink water everyday is still a mystery. a bottle here and a couple of glasses there will
keep your body hydrated. if you’re craving for more flavourful liquids, (non-powdered) fruit
juices are always good in addition to water (not as a replacement!).
we hate to do this, but we must address the perennial favourites: coffee and pop. we’d like to
make it clear that coffee is evil. that aside, it does seem to help many people stay awake and
facilitates late night studying binges. one cup a day out of habit is reasonable. introducting
random spurts of liquid caffeine into your body when exams are looming is understandable.
but filling out one of those “buy 10 get 1 free” coffee cards in less than 2 days borders on
psychotic. ease up on the coffee and you might just be able to stop shaking long enough to
realize $2.00 per cup of coffee really adds up. and as for soda pop... it may be convenient but
anything that can be sold in a flashy aluminum can for $1 out of a huge machine can’t possibly
be very nutritional. and for all of you that don’t eat and are constantly drinking diet soda...
trust me, “diet-anything” is the last thing you need.

SLEEPING

the average person needs 8-9 hours of sleep. obviously, the average person isn’t
enrolled in an engineering program. you’re probably looking at 7 hours of sleep

if you plan your time well and start exam review way ahead of schedule. your body will slowly
get used to the decreased amount of sleep, but that doesn’t mean that it won’t welcome a
few extra hours of shuteye. if you happen to finish all your studying and homework early,
don’t spend hours doing nothing or playing computer games. get some rest! who knows when
the next time will be when you can actually sleep at 11:00pm! if you take the bus, a nap is
always an option to keep you refreshed deep into the night. studying while sleepy is useless...
not only will you drool on your book, you won’t retain much, so go to sleep.
try to sleep and wake up at roughly the same time every day to accustom your body to your
new and shortened rem cycle. if you’re lucky, you’ll have a spare during first period and
won’t have to start class until 10:00am. you must thank the scheduling gods for this.
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if you’re going to be a superhero, you can’t spend all your

-- where to go to

time studying! you don’t get those rippling abs and bulging

stay in shape

biceps by sitting at your desk all day. and unless you
undergo spontaneous muscle growth like tobey maguire

u of t ATHLETiC facilities

did in spiderman, you won’t be filling out that latex suit

anytime soon. those muscles aren’t going to work themselves, you know. fortunately, being
a member of skuletm offers you cutting edge training facilities to develop parts of your body
you probably can’t pronounce. even though you’re not training to be a body builder, your
body will need some form of exercise if you plan to be somewhat healthy. besides, what’s the
point of acing all your exams, only to be emaciated and holed up in your bed until the next
round of tests come along? sooner or later, if you don’t take care of your body, it’ll just
go on strike (and you can’t just cross the picket line on this one...) and your marks will
suffer along with your body. so make use of your free membership (well, you did pay $8000)
to u of t’s athletic facilities. after all, what good is a superhero who can’t even lift a bus?

ATHLETIC CENTRE
athletic

center

(55
of
(ac)

harbord
harbord
is

a

&

st.,

corner

spadina)

multiplex

the

offering

numerous sports facilities as well as specialty
clubs. you like swimming? there’s a 50-m and
a 25-yd pool at your disposal. if you prefer
languidly wading, there’s always the shallow
teach pool. for a small fee, you can even take
springboard diving lessons! there are drop-in
fitness classes both on land and in the water.
aquasize baby! for varying fees (or free!), there
are

many

opportunities

to

play

badminton,

basketball, fencing (!), golf, soccer and tennis
just to name a few. if you want to reserve a

care for

court (for squash, tennis, badminton...), you can

a swim? --

do so easily by calling the booking line, but make
sure you call one day in advance. if you’re just looking for a nice track to run (or walk)
on, the field house offers a 200m track with walking, jogging and speed training lanes...
just make sure you use the right one. there are many other clubs and classes ranging from
martial arts, to gymnastics to first aid and cpr that you can enroll in for small fees. to top
it all off, the ac runs a towel service so you don’t have to bring one. but don’t try to steal
one... it’ll cost you $10 because you’ll need to swipe your student card to get one.

HART HOUSE

(7 hart house circle) what hart house
lacks in size (as compared to the ac), it

makes up in atmosphere. not only is it a great place to
work out, there are numerous other clubs and activities
all taking place in this beautiful building. the facilities at
hart house include a gym, an indoor track, a swimming
pool and tennis and squash courts that can be booked
in advance. if you don’t feel like trekking all the way to
ac to work out, hart house is perfect. it’s only a short
walk from most of the engineering buildings.
while ac provides towels and requires you to bring a lock,
harthouse requires you to bring towel and provides you
with a lock. pretty fair trade-off. and what’s more, you
your student
centre --

have a year round membership to hart house, whereas
you need to buy a summer membership for the ac if you
want to use its facilities.
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If you don’t live in residence, don’t feel too badly. Your peers

-- the fine art of

commuting
traveling made simple...

living in residence might scoff and insist how you’re missing
out on a large part of the university experience, but you know
better. While your in-residence peers smirk at your early
mornings and long commutes, take solace in the fact that the

t-shirt they’re wearing hasn’t been washed in a week, the breakfast they just ate had “just
add water” on the label and there was no “mom” there to cook (not microwave!) and clean
for them while they studied for that huge calculus test. har har.
As a commuter, bus stops and subway platforms are your kingdom, and you are all powerful.
You know where to stand so you’ll be first in line to get on, and first to get off. You know
exactly which stairs to take and which escalators to ride so as to minimize the amount of
walking required. And most importantly, you’ll cultivate the elusive skill of picking out the
person who’ll be getting off next so you can mark the standing area around that seat as
your territory, effectively guaranteeing yourself the seat as soon as the person gets off.
but before you can master this craft, you must learn the basics:
buy tokens. they cost the same as tickets, but they look cooler. you can be them at the
turnstiles which allow you to bypass the ticket booth lines. don’t buy a metropass unless
you’re planning on using it more than
twice a day on a regular basis. if you do
decide to buy one, sac offers a discount

-- ttc: cheaper
than living in res

on a student metropasses. oh, and take
a transfer wherever you can... you never
know when you’ll need it.
use your commuting time wisely. never
underestimate the amount of knowledge
you can retain while riding the bus or
subway. you’ll be sitting in an exam and
suddenly

recall

the

correct

formula

because you remember reading it on the
bus and then smashing your head into
a pole when the bus hit a pothole. sin2x
+ cos2x = 1 ... bam! talk about effective
mnemonic aids! make study sheets (1 page maximum) that you can fold and whip in and out of
your pocket easily. effective use of bus time to review will leave you more precious home
time to cover new topics. if you get motion sickness while reading on the bus, we suggest
you nap (if you have a seat, of course) so that you can stay up later to study and still have
the required amount of sleep.
if you don’t like extending your school day onto the ttc, pack a good book to read. you won’t
be reading any great literature (or any literature at all, for that matter) in your courses so
you might want to keep yourself acquainted with the literary world. the free newspapers have
horribly written articles, but you already paid for your ticket so you might as well take one.
plus, the crosswords are fun and there are horoscopes to entertain yourself with.
remember that commuting doesn’t mean you can’t participate in extracurricular activities.
sure, you’ll need to plan your time a little and you’ll need to know your bus/train schedules,
but the benefits far outweigh the disadvantages. you might even want to find a friend for
emergency stays overnight. commuting is all about planning ahead and managing your time.
Lastly, a few rules you need to follow: take off your bag, its too big. get up before your
stop arrives. answer your damn cellphone if it rings. give the elderly your seat... trust me,
they need it more than you do. oh yeah, make sure you’re on the right bus.
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you won’t be able to live solely on meal plan food or you own

-- hungry? thirsty?

eat & drink
and where to do it...

sorry cooking. you may have extreme will power for the first
few weeks, but sooner or later, you’ll break down and hunger
(both literally and figuratively) for a meal which doesn’t
involve unknown sauces or things shrink-wrapped and in a

plastic tray. to make things easier on your stomach, we’ve compiled our own restaurant
guide full of places to eat and drink that are within walking distances from campus. (taste is
subjective so if you don’t like a restaurant we’ve recommended, stop eating there. we don’t
care. oh yeah, if you’re under 19, pretend the drinking places don’t exist.)
(380

AMATO’S PIZZA

College

St.)

if

you’re

willing to walk, Amato’s is a

good source for tasty pizza. and the Friendly

-- einstein’s...
beer and wings!

staff and cheap prices don’t hurt either.

ARBOR ROOM, THE

(HART

HOUSE)

located

in

Conveniently
the

basement

of Hart House, this place provides you with a
comfortable and friendly environment to relax.
The food is good, but can be a bit on the pricey
side. the Arbor Room is home to the campus’ only
all day breakfast.

BEDFORD BALLROOM

(232

Bloor

St.

West)

Though the food and drink

is pretty standard, the Bedford Ballroom keeps
its prices at an affordable low (ie. university student budget), making it a popular spot around
campus. Many pool tables, dart boards and nice patio keep this place buzzing with activity.

CHINESE FOOD TRUCKS

(parked ALONG ST. GEORGE) if you’re one of those people who likes to
live dangerously (or are in desperate need of sustenance, no matter

how shady the origin of the food is), go ahead and try the food trucks. The prices are cheap
and the service is fast. As for the food... let’s just say that you get what you pay for.
Widespread opinion indicates that the truck just south of Robart’s Library is the best choice.
you decide for yourself the definition of “best choice.”

CORA’S PIZZA
EINSTEIN’S

(656-A Spadina Ave.) This place offers good food, decent service and
reasonable prices. not a bad combination for a good pizza.
(229 College St.) The engineer’s hangout whether you drink A LOT OR NOT AT
ALL. They serve pretty good fooD

(einstein’s Wings are definitely popular) at fairly
reasonable prices. a trendy atmosphere coupled
with a jukebox, pool tables and a super friendly
staff equals an unrivaled food-drink-play-drinksome-more hangout.

FOOD BAR

(199 College St.) FOOD BAR offers
decent

fast

food

AS

WELL

AS

SOME healthy green options with a retro diner
atmosphere. and who can beat the Toonie Chicken
Hamburger Wednesdays? food bar is close enough
for you to eat lunch and still get back to class
on time. apparently, it’s run by a family and only

-- pizza, fries &

one person works there at a time. if you’re lucky,

burgers galore

the friendly dude will be there. if not, too bad.
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(in front of wallberg,

FRANKy’S HOT DOG STAND

corner of st. george

and college, editor’s choice!) there is no better

-- champion of
street meat

hot dog or sausage stand than franky’s. this is
street meat at it’s best (we’ve sampled every hot
dog stand within a mile radius). we recommend the
polish sausage for carnivores and the vegetarian
hot dog for herbivores. (research head note:
franky has delicious fried onions every day!)

GABBY’S

(194 Bloor St. West) Casual, quality
food and drink, coupled with friendly

staff and affordable prices make Gabby’s a great
place to sit down and eat.
(266 spadina ave.) Found in the

GOLD STONE

heart of Chinatown, this is a great place for Cantonese-style food. Although

they’re not too keen on friendly service, the good food and low prices keep people coming
back for more.
(750 Spadina Ave.) Newly relocated at Bloor and Spadina, Greg’s ice Cream

GREG’S ICE CREAM

is your reputed to be the source for the best ice cream in town. Different

flavours every day (including coffee toffee and the famed roasted marshmallow), will make
your sweet tooth feel like it has found heaven. maybe it has.

JAMES JOYCE IRISH PUB

(386 Bloor St. West) average prices, a big screen TV and pool tables
at the back make the Joyce a fun, friendly and intimate environment

to hang out with your friends.

KOREAN GRILL HOUSE

(214 queen st. west) Any
place where they make you

cook your own food on a flaming grill is sure to
please any pyromaniac. if you have the cash to
spend and time to spare, the trip down to Queen
Street is definitely worth it.

LOBBY, THE

(192 Bloor St. West) Ever wonder
what’s behind the white sheets of

the building beside McDonalds on Bloor marked,
“The Lobby”? Behind the sheets is a sleek lounge/
restaurant for yuppies and the wealthy. At $60
per person, the food, service, and restrooms
(glass fishbowl sinks with waterfall faucets!)

-- fire + you

make it all worth it. The Lobby is the perfect

= good food

place to go if you’re feeling rich and want to
impress a date!

MCDONALD’S

(everywhere!) mcdonald’s is always available. they’re everywhere. if you’re a
fan of oil, fries, oil, burgers, oil, oil and ice cream, feel free to frequent one

of the billions of mcdonald’s restaurants. and if you’re feeling health-conscious, mcdees
can still satisfy you. apparently they now have nutritional and healthy options like mandarin
orange salads. who the hell goes to mcdonald’s for a salad?

NEW GENERATION

(493 Bloor St. West) New Generation is a popular place to get quality
(and quanitity) japanese food for reasonable prices. good sushi, Friendly

service and complimentary ice cream are definitely plusses.
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(171 College St.) The food and drink are good and both are available

O’GRADY’S TAP AND GRILL

at quite reasonable prices. visit the big screen TV’s and pool tables

upstairs for some entertainment.
(654 Spadina Ave.) situated beside Cora’s Pizza, there’s obvious competition.

PAPA CEO’S PIZZA

Many say Papa Ceo makes a better pizza than Cora. many disagree (including

cora). frankly, we don’t care because both taste good.
(191 College St.) A nice place with a friendly staff, but don’t be surprised if the

PEEL PUB

food (and the service) is a tad slow. if you’re looking for fast food, you’ll hate

the waitresses. if not, the food and beverages are grea for both your stomach and your
wallet. Find out when you can get cheap wings and take your friends out for a good time.
(350 Spadina Ave. & 200 Bloor St. West) Your source for a delicious Vietnamese

PHO HUNG

meal. Even if you can’t pronounce the items on the menu (don’t worry, there are

english translations), you’re sure to enjoy whatever you order. for your own amusement,
try convincing your friends to eat the hot peppers found in the little jars on the table.
(235 College St.) The closest thing to

PITA PIT

a real pita you’ll get around here. Pita

Pit offers a filling, balanced and healthy meal

-- pita pit: cheap
and healthy!

at a pretty good price. if you don’t eat meat,
you can always try one of the many vegetarian
options that are available.
(267

POPEYE’S
from

a

College

St.)

The

service

is

satisfactory (what do you expect
fast

food

chain?),

but

the

food

is

definitely fresher and infinitely better than
McDonald’s or kfc. have fun eating the best, and
greasiest, chicken and biscuits in town.
(179

SECOND CUP

college

Tuesdays

and

st.)

Toonie

wireless

Latte

internet

service make this place an awesome hangout. one of the two major coffee titans, Second Cup
provides all sleepy engineers with fuel and energy.

SID’S SOUTHSIDE CAFE

(SiDNEY SMiTH building) Right in the thick of artsie territory, you can
find Sid’s Southside Cafe on the south side of the Sidney Smith Building.

The food, which resembles high quality cafeteria food, is be both tasty and affordable.
(205 College St.) why anyone would pay $10 for a cup of coffee is beyond us.

STARBUCKS

however, we know that some of you are willing to dish out the cash because (for

some odd reason) second cup just isn’t good enough for you. so if you’re into overpriced
and fancily named concoctions, you’ll fit right in.

SUBWAY

(195 College St.) a very popular (albeit small) fresh food resort. You can get
great subs and salads, prepared fresh right in front of your face. it’s like a

buffet except you can’t touch anything.

SUSHI ON BLOOR
TIM HORTON’S

(515 Bloor St. West) A favourite OF many raw fish connoisseurs, Sushi on
Bloor offers something different to munch on. AND it’s cheap. whoo!
(MED SCi building) The most valued spot within the Medical Sciences building,
Timmy’s gives you the opportunity to quickly purchase your morning coffee

so that you can stay up in your classes. Make sure you consider the time it takes to get
through the long morning lineup filled with groggy people like yourself.
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after the food’s been eaten and the drinks drunk (or not,

-- places to go for

in the case of underage f!rosh), you’ll probably want to

ENTERTAiNMEnt

do something fun (besides working on scintillating truss
problems). you can’t just spend all your time saving

clubs, movies and shopping

mankind and then go straight to studying! to make sure

you don’t spend your 8 months in toronto holed up in your room, here are some places you
might want to visit with some friends for some entertainment and much needed diversion
from your classes. (note: clubs are 19+. underage f!rosh should not frequent such places.)
(250 Adelaide St. West) Always a popular spot to go for fun, Afterlife (formerly

AFTERLIFE

known as limelight) provides good music (mostly r & B and hip hop), affordable

drinks and good times for all. if not for the music and the dancing, go to the aptly named
afterlife so you can say that you’ve visited paradise (the top floor), danced in limbo (main
floor) and made the dark descent into the underworld (basement).

BLOOR CINEMA

(506 Bloor St. West) nouveau art, retro classics, and indie films - if you’re
into those, then the recently refubished Bloor cinema is for you. if you’re

looking for hard to find movies, chances are they’ll be showing at this vintage theatre. with
its high ceilings and balcony, this cinema is as beautiful as the artistic films it shows. buy a
membership card for $3 to save $3 on every movie ticket you buy and get enough subtitles and
confusing open-ended conclusions to last you your four years at skuletm.

DISTRIKT

(134 Richmond St. West) being One of the larger clubs found in Toronto, Distrikt is
a great Friday hangout. The place is well furnished (including the world’s biggest

disco ball at 7 1/2 feet!) and the music is good. Keep your eye out for student discount nights
and if you don’t want to wait, get in line early. don’t expect much dancing room though,
because the dancefloor gets crowded very fast. if you like the claustrophobic atmosphere,
by all means, grind away.

EATON CENTRE

(220
most

yonge

st.)

famous

one

of

shopping

the
and

entertainment landmarks of toronto, the eaton
centre is making it’s comeback after the whole
“sears buying eatons” debacle. eatons is one
of the few places that’s open during holidays
(except

for

Chinatown,

which

seems

to

be

perpetually alive). it’s filled with generic stores,
brand name stores, toy stores, book stores,
a whole slew of kiosks and lots of fast food.
Spots of interest include: the hanging Canadian
geese display, the amazing skylight/atrium, the
fountains (one indoors and one outdoors), the
Godiva Chocolatier, the ‘clean’ washrooms beside

-- absolutely

the indigo bookstore and the Mr. Green Jeans

breathtaking

Restaurant. even if you aren’t buying anything,
the eaton centre is a great place to walk around and just hang out.

PARAMOUNT THEATRE

(259 Richmond St. West) the paramount theatre has no downtown
parallel. it’s the alpha male of all theatres in the area, boasting the

bling-est architecture and interior design. do you know of another theatre with a giant
multicoloured cubed perched on the roof? NO. after ascending one of the longest escalators
in the city, you’ll see that THERE ARE TOO MANY SCREENS TO COUNT AND ENOUGH CANDY TO SATisfy
every kindergarten student in the city. if you’ve got the dough and are willing to shell it out
($13.95), this is the place to watch latest special-effects laden blockbusters on huge screens
and in comfortable seats. after the movie, mosey on down to chapters (below the theatre)
for some downtime and leisurely book browsing.
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(Queen St., west of University Ave. to Spadina Ave.) Punks, rockers,
yuppies, tourists, and students make up the population of diverse

shoppers that line the streets of Soho. You can find anything here with prices ranging from
cheap to steep and restaurants from American to indian to French. This street is more for
eclectic shoppers and adventurous food lovers who want to please their palette with masala
dosa, McFlurries or crepes. you’ll never cease to be amazed at how unique each store is. we’re
hate to say this, but queen street west has a majorly artsie-creative atmosphere, and we
love every bit of it.
if you’re into mainstream music, you’ll probably gravitate towards the much music and cityv
building. you might even be able to get into one of the live shows that much music hosts.
if not, you’ll have to be content with speaking your mind for a dollar at speaker’s corner.
(for those that don’t know what speaker’s corner is, it’s a small video booth where you pay
a dollar and rant about whatever you want while a camera records. if you’re particularly
interesting, they’ll put your segment on tv. if you’re not, they won’t.)

REX, THE

(194 Queen St. West) This place is the
place to go if you’re looking for the

-- the rex:

smooth, cool musings of world class jazz. this

jazz scene

jazz and blues bar has been a hotspot for the
best jazz musicians around the world for over
20 years, featuring a weekly jam session every
tuesday which attracts famous musicians as well
as u of t’s very own jazz department. Reasonable
food and drink prices, along with a friendly and
realxing environment will keep you coming back
again and again.

ROY THOMSON HALL

(60 Simcoe St.) if electric
guitars

and

drum

solos

don’t do it for you and you’d like to immerse
yourself

in

some

nice

classical

music,

roy

thomson hall will be your sanctuary. a little mozart, some medelssohn, or maybe even some
tchaikovsky to whet your palette. be sure to sign up for a tsoundcheck card (open to people
ages 15-29) at www.tsoundcheck.com and purchase concert tickets for only $10!

TONIC

(117 Peter St.) tonic has established itself as one of toronto’s hottest nightclubs.
after a really expensive renovation, tonic’s beautiful futuristic decor, awesome

sound system, amazing lights and an awesome video display above the dance floor make
going to this club an amazing experience. there is no cover on thursday nights (dubbed
college

and

university

night),

so

get

there

early to avoid lineups and huge crowds. you
can bet that you won’t be the only ones going
there... everyone else from u of t, ryerson
and

york

will

YORKVILLE

also

be

(Bay-Bloor
your

flocking

there

Area)

star

hobby,

if

yorkville

also.
gazing

is

the

prime place to catch a glimpse (or stalk) your
current

silver

screen

crush.

Stars,

style,

and swank are the only words that can only
describe

the

Yorkville

shopping

scene.

Since

stores here are filled with the latest in haute
-- futuristic
clubbing

couture

and

“anything,”

your

wallet

strolling

and

isn’t

exact

window

haute

shopping

will probably be your main pastime in this area.
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before you accept your duties of protecting the streets of
toronto, you’ll want to familiarize yourself with the city. how
do you expect to fight off villains and save the innocent if you
don’t even know where the best alleyway shortcuts are and
where the nearest subway station is? fortunately for you,

you’re in possession of this highly useful handbook which just happens to contain vital
information about the city of toronto.
we’ve managed to obtain the top secret blueprints of the city and we’ve marked down all
the downtown subway stations as well as some special areas you might want to investigate.
apparently, these special areas are highly popular among torontonians. very suspicious.
you’ll probably want to wander around, figure out how the subway and ttc works, find the
shortest route between campus and major locations in the city and find out which sewers
lead to where. ok, nix the sewers. leave that to the artsies.

note: the handbook staff takes no responsibility whatsoever for any misguidance caused by the above map. if
you do happen to get lost, this map might help you find your way back to campus. then again, it might not. if you
find yourself in an unfamiliar place, look up and see if you can spot the cn tower. if you can, be comforted with
the fact that you’re still in toronto!
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Just as Batman has his trusty belt and Batmobile, the Faculty

-- computer central:

of Applied Science and Engineering provides you with a set of

ecf guide

tools to help you get through the toughest of situations.
Among the tools at your disposal, is the Engineering Computing

eng. computing facility

Facility, commonly referred to as ecf. all engineering students

are able to use this network of computers and access useful software, e-mail, programming
tools, and the information superhighway. think of it as command central.
ECF runs on two main platforms, (the not so common) UNIX and (the ubiquitous) Windows.
the majority of you are probably familiar with the point-and-click simplicity of Windows, but
you might not fare so well with the a unix command line interface. that is why this section
exists. but you needn’t worry... linux (a unix-based operating system) emulates the windows
interface so you’ll still have your pretty icons and taskbar. and the command line interface
is easy enough to master (see page 76).
get in front of a computer in one of the linux ecf labs (the

SETTING UP YOUR ECF ACCOUNT
1) type

getname

easiest ones to access are in sf: SF1012, SF1013 and SF1106).

as your login, leave the password field empty, press enter.

2) follow the intructions on the screen to receive your login name.

passwd

3) change your password by typing

into the command line.

GO TO ONE OF THE Windows labs (you’ll need to swipe your

USING ECFPC (WINDOWS LAB)

student card to enter the bahen lab).

1) your login is the same as your linux login, but with
would become

frosh.2008)

.2008

appended at the end. (i.e.

frosh

2) your password is the last 4 numbers of your student number (look on your student
card) followed by your month and date of birth (2 digits each). (i.e. the password
for a student number 999991234 and a may 15 birthdate is

12340515.)

3) change your password because it’s ridiculously easy to figure out.
every

ECF E-MAIL

engineering

different

from

student

your

receives

utoronto

an

e-mail

ecf

e-mail

account.

account,

your

which

utoronto

is

e-mail

account is yours even after you graduate, but your ecf e-mail account will expire.
your
the

ecf

e-mail

engineering

is

yourlinuxlogin@ecf.utoronto.ca.

society

regarding

news,

events,

and

all

marks

mass
are

e-mails

sent

sent

to

your

by
ecf

account, so be sure to check it often. there are several ways to access your ecf e-mail:
1) login at a linux computer, click on the command line icon in the taskbar (a little black
screen icon) and type

pine.

this will open up the pine e-mail program where you can read,

reply and send e-mails. you won’t always be at skuletm to check your e-mail so...
2) to access your ecf e-mail from home, you can use a program called putty, which allows
you to remotely connect to the ecf command line interface.
i. go to www.yahoo.com and search for

putty.

putty.exe program.
putty.exe by clicking on putty icon wherever you saved it.
iv. host name: yourlinuxlogin@p50.ecf.toronto.edu; port: 22; protocol: ssh
Note: p50 can be placed by p“anynumber” as long as the number corresponds to
ii. many sites will pop up... pick one and download the
iii. run

one

of

the

ecf

computers

(each

computer

has

a

little

number

sticker).

v. click open and you should be prompted for your linux password... voila!
3) to forward your ecf e-mail, type echo
within

24

beware...
server

hours,
the

and

your

ecf

forwarding

forwarded

is

every

e-mails
no
15

yourname@yourdomain.com > .forward

will

be

fowarded

instantaneous;
minutes

or

so

to

e-mails
to

avoid

are

your

usual

collected

errors...

so

e-mail.

by
if

the
you

to receive your e-mails in real time, don’t forward your ecf e-mail.		
still befuddled? check out http://www.ecf.utoronto.ca/ecf/ for more information.
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Since you’ll be using the linux labs more often than the

-- continued...

windows labs, you’ll be needing some programs to do everyday

ecf guide

computing tasks such as programming and word processing.

(part deux: programs)

while you might not enjoy a move from the conglomerate of
microsoft programs, you’ll be surprised to realize that some

of these linux programs are actually decent and very user friendly.
option 1 - star office: star office basically does everything microsoft

WORD PROCESSING

word does: word processing, spreadsheets, drawings, presentations...

etc. option 2 - kword: aside from the blatant “borrowing” of the word “word” from “ms
word,” k word isn’t half bad... it’s nothing fancy, but maybe that’s a good thing.

PROGRAMMING

option 1 - nedit: primitive and simplest program to use... resembles
notepad in windows. option 2 - vi: LOOKS SiMPLE but has many features

and can be customized to have pretty colours. option 3 - kate (editor’s choice!): complete
with split windows, easy access to folders and files and an embedded command line
interface so you can compile and run while programming, kate is a must-use program.

WEB BROWSING

OPTiON 1 - MOZilla. great browser.
option 2 - netscape. meh browser.
note:

-- frequently used

linux
commands
cd [directory]

chmod

commands

mdir

[directory].

[user]

(i.e.
with

- Lists contents of the floppy drive.

mkdir [directory] - Creates
directory named [directory].

- Copy a file from

mv [source] [dest]
[source] to [dest].
nedit

- Displays the username,

a new

- Moves a file from

- A text editor, similar to notepad.

passwd

- Allows you to change your

password. BE WARNED: if you log out and

real name and year of everyone with
the text

brackets

[something]

as shown here...

- Changes a file’s attributes.

finger [user]

square

caution: linux is case sensitive, so make sure to type all commands

- Go to the parent directory.

cp [source] [dest]
[source] to [dest].

with

means you should replace

whatever is appropriate for that command.

- Changes the current

folder or directory to

cd ..

all

[something])

then try to log back on within 10 minutes of

in their name. you can

determine a fellow student’s ecf e-mail by

changing your password, you’ll get locked

looking at their username.

out of your account. Visit the ECF office,

kill -9 [process#]

GB154, to get this fixed.

- Terminates the

process with I.D. number
(see

ps

[process#]

command). This can be useful for

terminating a program that is stuck in an
infinite loop.

- Lists the contents of the current

pq

- Displays the number of pages you’ve

ps

- Lists the processes currently being

printed thus far in the current term.

kill
on

mcopy [source] [dest] - Similar to the
cp command, but also allows you to copy
files to and from the floppy drive.

- Launches Pine, an e-mail and

run. You can terminate these using the

directory.

man [keyword] - Displays instructions
how to use the [keyword] command.

pine

newsgroup program.

lpr -P[room#] [filename] - prints
[filename] from the printer in [room#].
(i.e. lpr -Psf1012 foo.cc)
ls

pico [filename] - Opens the file
[filename] in the Pico text editor.

command.

rm [filename]
[filename].

- Deletes the file named

rmdir [directory] - Deletes the
directory named [directory].
vi

- a more complicated text editor.
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cwn,

the

university

of

toronto

edition

campus

wireless

network is accessible via laptop computers equipped with

utoR cwn

the required wireless technology. all students have free
access to this service (within reasonable bandwidth usage)

wireless internet access

but before you whoop with joy because you don’t have to

pay, remember you paid $8000 in tuition so it’s hardly free. this page provides you with
all the details you’ll need to set up your wireless internet. for extra information such
as

wireless

coverage

maps

or

technical

SETTING UP YOUR UTORDIAL ACCOUNT

details,

visit

to

www.wireless.utoronto.ca.

Before you can use wireless internet, you must first
set up your UTORdial account. Go to https://connect.

utoronto.ca/user/lib_check.php and follow the instructions to activate your UTORdial
account. Every U of T student can create a UTORdial account. Memorize your UTORdial number
and password as you will need it each time you log on to the wireless network.

Start > Connect To >
Wireless Network Connection
2) Click Advanced; click Add under Wireless Networks
3) Network name (SSID): UTORwin
4) Enable checkbox for Data Encryption (WEP enabled)
5) Remove checkmark for The key is provided for me automatically
6) Network key: UToronto1home
7) Key index (advanced): 0
8) Click OK twice. A pop-up window should display that you’ve connected to UTORwin.

SETTING UP YOUR COMPUTER

1) Click

(This

may take a few minutes depending on your connection.)

ACCESSING THE INTERNET

9) Open your internet browser by going to

11) Go to www.wireless.utoronto.ca and click on
12) Click

Here

Start > Internet

10) If the “Welcome to UTORcwn” page opens, go to step 12.

on the UTORcwn page.

Wireless Setup.

13) if this is your first UTORcwn connection, you will see the following text:

Welcome to UTORcwn
Your MAC Address ’12:34:56:78:90:AB’ is not registered
Your MAC Address needs to be registered
(Note: The values after MAC Address will be different with your wireless

card.)

If a screen requesting only a password is displayed after clicking the here link, enter your
UTORdial password. If your access is denied, go back and click the Check your profile button
and enter your UTORdial library number and password. If the Add button is present on the
Display MAC Address page, click it. Regardless of whether the Add button is present, click the
Back button. Go to step 15 now.
14) Click the

Go and Register your address

button.

15) Enter your UTORdial/library number and your UTORdial password and click

Login

16) You should now see a page that indicates that your Mac Address has been registered
with your library number and an IP address has been authenticated for UTORcwn.
congratulations... you are now connected!
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LGMB HISTORY

The tale of how the Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad was brought into
existence is one drenched in heroism, fanfare and perhaps some
stale beer that was stored inside a bass drum aptly emblazoned
with “Lady Godiva Memorial Band.” prepare to immerse yourself
in the rich tapestry of the saga of the lgmb.

SkuleTM had its humble beginnings in little Ajax until 1949 came along and whisked it to
downtown Toronto, establishing the Toronto Campus and unknowingly setting off a chain of
events which would one day lead to SkuleTM’s undeniable superiority over other engineering
institutions which shall remain nameless.
The class of 0T5, with no choice but to follow SkuleTM on its path of greatness, decided to
consummate the transition from Ajax to Toronto by forming a band the likes of which had never
been seen (or heard) before. At the forefront of this
momentous endeavor was A. J. Paul LaPrarie, Min 5T0,
the appointed Direktor of Kultural Aktivities of the
Engineering Society. LaPrarie, being the resourceful
man he was, was able to secure a partially full (but
nevertheless loud) ensemble of instruments and
some rather fetching outfits. This historic collection
of instruments and costumes is well documented in
the SkuleTM archives: a bass drum with but one skin
(most useful in the storage of beverages), a leopard
skin and harness, two tenor drums, cymbals, red
jackets, pith helmets (very fashionable at the time) and a drum major’s baton.
it was then unanimously decided that the addition of the word “memorial” (as suggested by
the then EngSoc President, Bill Walker) to “The Lady Godiva Band” giving rise to “The Lady
Godiva Memorial Band” gave the name a much needed oomph.
After a rigorous recruitment campaign, the first LGMB practice was underway. it was soon
discovered (with much glee and amusement and later, bewilderment) that LaPrarie was,
unfortunately, unable to read music. Being the creative engineers that they were, the LGMB
was able to rectify the situation by appointing Tom Kenney, a chemical engineering student,
the position of Leedur because of his musical prowess.
After several glorious years of making (and breaking) music, the costume of Bnad members
underwent a metamorphosis of epic proportions. Gone were the spiffy red jackets and pith
helmets. in their stead, Bnad musicians donned clothes which could only be describe as ugly
(which, after much discussion and contemplation, was deemed an appropriate attribute for
the costumes of a bnad that seemed to always find themselves in the middle of particularly
dirty and rowdy capers). The LGMB costume has since evolved into a very becoming blue and
white hockey jersey and the engineers’ signature hardhat.
As we move towards the 55th birthday of the Bnad, let us reflect upon some of the milestones
in the brilliant history of the LGMB: several LP recordings, a first place finish at the 1965
Kiwanis Music Festival, being wrongfully accused of causing the Bloor-Danforth line to shut
down, the Super 8 movie in the 60’s, an invitation to attend Expo ’67, opening the Eaton
Center and the CN Tower, appearing on the Jonovision television show and participating in the
Toronto Santa Claus Parade.
at the present time, the bnad is still going strong, creating musical pandemonium wherever
they decide to show up. however, the bnad cannot uphold this unbelievably high level of
musical quality without the help and energy of you, the f!rosh of class 0T8. come out to as
many bnad events as you can and be a part of lgmb history. now go make some noise.
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now that you have this handbook, you are free to burn
that mammoth yellowpages you have tucked under your
bed. anyone you’ll ever need to call is listed here. go
call the bat fone at 4 a.m. to see who else is up at such
an ungodly hour, and hanging out in the atrium no less!

why? because you can! if you ever have a question about skuletm , you can be sure that someone
on this list can answer it. and if not... just be optimistic and go with “yes.” probability tells

officers

me it’ll be right about 50% of the time. discrete math all the way.
POSiTiON

NAME		

@skule.ca

President		

Todd Reichert

president		

VP Student life

Peter Suddard

vpstudentlife

VP Academic

Dan Mireanu

vpacademic

VP Finance

Don McAuslan

vpfinance

VP Communications

Alice Xu

vpcomm

Archivist

Sam Orr

archivist

Cannon Editor

Zachary Martin/

cannon

Michael Studniberg
Community Service

Faizal Ismail

community

Comp Sys Admin

Andy Wagner

sysadmin

CRO

Nazim Hussain

cro

EngCom

Holly Wonch

engcom

Eng Stores

Patricia Au/

stores

internal directors

Diana Galdames
External Relations

Bruce Cameron

external

F!rosh Handbook

Christopher Doan

handbook

HiSkuletm Liaison

Ada Shang

hiskule

Orientation

Mike Diez D’Aux

orientation

Professional Dev’t

Lillian De Melo

profdev

Skulebook

Agnes Durlik

skulebook

Skuletm Nite Liaison

Brendan Wood

skulenite

Social Director

Johnathan Hollands

social

Speaker

henry cheung

speaker

Sponsorship

Sonia Baldessarre

sponsorship

Student Issues

Matthew CharltoN

studentissues

SUDS

Eamon McDermott/

suds

Ex-Officio Directors

Don D’Souza

84

Toike Oike

David Kobayashi

toike

UTEK director

Virali Patel

utek

Webmaster

Roger Mong

webmaster

Blue and Gold

leona smith

bluegold

Chief Attiliator

pfft... yeah right!

kaboom

EAA President

mike dunne

eaa

1st Year Chair

t.b.a

firstyear

4th Year Chair

kristal godri

fourthyear

LGMB Leedur

luke wesley

lgmb

SAC Rep

rizwan aziz

azizr@ecf.utoronto.ca

sac rep

hang tian she

she@ecf.utoronto.ca

SAC rep

t.b.a.

t.b.a

Discipline Club Chairs
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position

name

@skule.ca

Chem Club

jennifer aiello

chemclub

Civ Club

t.b.a

civclub

Comp Club

alex curelea

compclub

Elec Club

magda stelmach /

elecclub

anna paglialunga
Eng Sci Club

angela lo

engsciclub

Indy Club

Ahmad Ahmadzai / Gina Lee

indyclub

Materials Club

Amit Ahlawat

mseclub

Mech Club

Tom Bernreiter /

mechclub

rene uppal
Min Club

t.b.a.

geoclub

Engineering Stores		

2916

SAC			

2911

SAC info			

INFO

Walksafer		

SAFE

CHEM: luisa gomes		

5336

CiV: colleen kerluk		

0945

ECE: ella lund-thomsen

8570

ENG SCi: donna lee

416-946-7351

First Year Advisor		

4625

First Year Chair		

4625

Dean of Engineering

3131

Assistant Dean of Engineering

4941

Robarts			

8450

Sandford Fleming		

6494

Sigmund Samuel 		

2280

Athletic Center inquiry

3437

Recreation information Line

5845

Hart House Hall Porter

2452

6420

MiN: laurelle levert

6554

Downtown Legal Services

6447

MSE: Louisa Kung		

3012

Sexual Harassment Office

3908

University Omsbudperson

4874

University Police		

2323

U of T Bookstore		

7900

Career Center		

8000

Health Services		

8030

Housing Services		

8045

Learning Skills		

7970

Psychiatric Services

8070

Services to the Disabled

8060

0120

financial aid advisor/		
scholarships & awards officer

7900

ECF Office		

4250

PEY OFFiCE		

3132

University Police - Emergency

2222

University Switchboard

2011

Ttc		

416-393-Info

Go Transit

416-869-3200

Second Cup House

416-408-0240

offices

2190

department

Admissions and Awards

Miscellaneous

MECH\iNDY: mae-yu tan

office of the registrar

CHEMical engineering

5336

civil engineering		

3096

electrical & computer eng.

1999

ENGineering science

2903

MECHanical & industrial eng.

6420

MiNeral engineering

6554

materials science and eng.

3012

math aid office

416-946-3165

www.utoronto.ca

eng. career office

416-946-3730

www.engineering.utoronto.ca

t-program coordinator

5909

international student center

2564

student accounts office

2142

office of student affairs

5536

swap shop		

7080

websites

offices & resources

Office

2917

Faculty

Engineering Society Office

recreation

1607

libraries &

2222

Bat Fone (red phone)

important

Undergrad
Koffler Center

Emergency		

counsellors

IMPORTANT

Unless otherwise specified, all numbers begin with (416) 978 - .

www.rosi.utoronto.ca
www.ecf.utoronto.ca/apsc/registrar
www.ecf.utoronto.ca/~writing
www.courses.ece.utoronto.ca
http://osap.gov.on.ca
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after experiencing 82 pages of this glorious book you hold
in your hands, you have no doubt stumbled upon some
acronyms or words you don’t understand. relax... this
is not an indication of your poor english! you just don’t
speak engineer-ese yet! to better acquaint yourself with

the language of skule, just study and refer to this comprehensive list.
APSC - Faculty of Applied Science and

Godiva Week - Fun-filled week at the

Engineering

beginning of second term

Artsci/Artsie - Member of the Faculty of

Gradball - Formal event held in March for

Arts & Science; you if you don’t study...

graduating engineers

ASME - American Society of Mechanical

IEEE - Institute for Electrical and

Engineers

Electronic Engineers

Baker, Mario - Caters many of Skule’s

Indy - Industrial Engineering

events; unaffiliated with the bfc

Keener - Front row inhabitant of lectures

Bat Fone - free Red telephone in sf

KESA - Korean Engineering Students’

basement; Dial 9 to call out of Skule

Association

Beast, the - moody Vending machine in sf

LGBTOUT - Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals,

basement; will eat you if you kick it

Transexuals and Transgendered of U of T

BevERage - frothy, fizzy and foamy fluid

LGMB - Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad; Marching

guzzled by engineers; stocked at suds

Gregorian chant society, renegade musical

BFC - mythical organization that does not

terrorists, and white noise brigade!

exist, never did exist and never will exist

LME - Lassonde Mineral Engineering

BNAD - metric spelling of “band”; see LGMB

MECH - Mechanical Engineering

cannon, the - Official skuletm newspaper

Mice - U of T Campus Police

Cannon, ye olde mighty skuletm - Your

MiN - Mineral engineering

beloved engineering mascot; Honour it!

MSE - Material Science & Engineering

Respect it! Protect it!

NSBE - National Society of Black Engineers

Caper - inexplicable appearances of large

OEC - Ontario Engineering Competition

odd objects in odd places not placed there

PEY - Professional Experience Year; a.k.a.

by the non-existent bfc

co-op

CESA - Chinese Engineering Students’

SAC (SUX) - Students’ Administrative

Association

Council (SUX)

CFES - Canadian Federation of Engineering

Skuletm - metric spelling of “school”; a

Students

registered trademark since 1985 denoting

Chem - Chemical Engineering

“Engineering at the University of Toronto”

Chief Attiliator - Official guardian of the

Skulebook - skuletm Year book

Mighty Skuletm Cannon

Skuletm Nite - The annual engineering

Civ - Civil Engineering

musical comedy revue; free admission with

Comp - Computer Engineering

f!rosh kits

CUBE - Club of Undergraduate Biomedical

SLUT - Student Leaders at the u of t

Engineers

Smoker - socials organized by discipline

EAA - Engineering Athletics Association

clubs; smoking absolutely forbidden

ECE - Electrical and Computer Engineering

SUDS - Source of cheap snacks and BEvERages;

ECF - Engineering Computing Facility

sf atrium fridays 3 pm - 8 pm; all ages

Elec - Electrical Engineering

Stores - Your source for Skuletm supplies

Eng Com - Engineering Communications,

and paraphernalia; location: sf basement

birthplace of all Skuletm publications

TA - Teaching Assistant

Eng Sci - Engineering Science, a.k.a. NΨ

T-Program - Transitional Program for

Eng Soc - Engineering Society, office

those with an average below 60

located in SF B740

Toike Oike - Skuletm’s official humour

ERTW - Engineers Rule The World

newspaper

ESSCO - Engineering Student Societies

Varsity - a.k.a. “The Varshitty”; An official U

Council of Ontario

of T student-run newspaper

F!rosh - A first year engineering student

Waterloo - short for “Waterloser”

Godiva - Patron Goddess of engineering

WISE - Women In Science & Engineering
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